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Abstract
Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of the mortality in the western world. Many 
imaging modalities have been used to diagnose cardiovascular diseases. However, each has dif­
ferent forms of noise and artifacts that make the medical image analysis field important and 
challenging. This thesis is concerned with developing fully automatic segmentation methods 
for cross-sectional coronary arterial imaging in particular, intra-vascular ultrasound and opti­
cal coherence tomography, by incorporating prior and tracking information without any user 
intervention, to effectively overcome various image artifacts and occlusions.
Combinatorial optimisation methods are proposed to solve the segmentation problem in poly­
nomial time. A node-weighted directed graph is constructed so that the vessel border delin­
eation is considered as computing a minimum closed set. A set of complementary edge and 
texture features is extracted. Single and double interface segmentation methods are introduced. 
Novel optimisation of the boundary energy function is proposed based on a supervised classi­
fication method. Shape prior model is incorporated into the segmentation framework based on 
global and local information through the energy function design and graph construction.
A combination of cross-sectional segmentation and longitudinal tracking is proposed using the 
Kalman filter and the hidden Markov model. The border is parameterised using the radial 
basis functions. The Kalman filter is used to adapt the inter-frame constraints between every 
two consecutive frames to obtain coherent temporal segmentation. An HMM-based border 
tracking method is also proposed in which the emission probability is derived from both the 
classification-based cost function and the shape prior model. The optimal sequence of the 
hidden states is computed using the Viterbi algorithm.
Both qualitative and quantitative results on thousands of images show superior performance of 
the proposed methods compared to a number of state-of-the-art segmentation methods.
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Image processing is a popular topic across many disciplines such as computer vision, pattern 
recognition, and medical imaging, where the understanding and analysis of image components 
is necessary. Medical image analysis has emerged as a result of the continuous development of 
medical image modalities for the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of human diseases. One 
of these diseases is cardiovascular disease (CVD), which is one of the main causes of mortality 
nowadays in the western world [9, 10, 11]; cardiologists can use many image modalities in 
the diagnosis or during the treatment based on different techniques such as X-ray, magnetic 
resonance, and ultrasound. However, these modalities usually suffer from different degrees 
of noise, and image artifacts. Hence, medical image analysis has a vital role in enhancing the 
image quality [12,13], image segmentation [14,13,15], image registration [16,17], and image 
reconstruction [18, 19]. In this thesis, we investigate and develop automatic segmentation 














Left pulmonary veins 
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Left ventricle
Figure 1.1: C oronary arteries (adapted from [5]): right and left coronary arteries are the main 
supply vessels for the heart that com e from the aortic sinus, each one o f them  is split into many 
branches.
1.1 Motivation
The heart is the m uscle that pum ps the blood around the hum an body through the blood vessels. 
The heart rem ains healthy and sustainable by a set o f vessels that regularly supply the m uscle 
with oxygen and nutrients. These vessels are called coronary arteries. There are tw o m ajor 
arteries that com e from  the ascending part o f the aorta (see F igure 1.1): the right coronary artery 
and the left coronary artery. The right coronary artery [20] supplies b lood to the right atrium  
and the right ventricle, a sm all area o f left atrium  and left ventricle, and the atrioventricular 
septum . It has two branches: the posterior descending artery and the right m arginal artery. The 
left coronary artery supplies m ost o f the left atrium  and the left ventricle, and the ventricular 
septum . It also splits into tw o branches: the left anterior descending and the left circum flex.
A norm al coronary artery consists o f three regions: the lumen w here the blood flows, the 
vessel that includes the intim a and m edia layers, and the adventitia around the vessel wall. 
The diam eter o f each layer varies depending on the vessel type [21]. The intim a is the most 
inner layer o f the vessel; it consists o f endothelial cells that prevent blood coagulation follow ed 
by elastic tissue. The internal elastic lam ina separates the intim a from  the m edia layer. The
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P la q u e  in c lu d e s  lip id , c a lc iu m  m a te r ia ls
Figure 1.2: Coronary artery disease (adapted from [6]): the left im age is a healthy norm al 
artery. The artery consists o f three layers; intim a, m edia, and adventitia. The right im age is a 
d isease artery, lipid and other fatty m aterials deposited inside the artery.
m edia layer is usually a thick layer of sm ooth m uscle cells interm ixed with elastic fibres and 
it has a thinner layer that separates it from the adventitia called external elastic lam ina (m edia- 
adventitia border). The adventitia is a collagen connective tissue located in the outerm ost layer 
of the vessel.
One o f the main causes of CVD is coronary artery disease, also know n as atherosclerosis, 
which is an inflammatory d isorder that involves the deposition o f cholesterol and o ther fatty 
substances w ithin the arterial wall. The condition can lead to progressive narrow ing o f co ro­
nary arteries as shown in the right side o f Figure 1.2 leading to clinical angina, o r sudden 
blockage of the coronary arteries following atherosclerotic plaque rupture and throm bus for­
m ation leading to acute m yocardial infarction.
Cardiac im aging can be classified into two categories: invasive and non-invasive im aging. In­
vasive im aging is catheterisation based where a catheter tube is inserted through the coronary 
artery by using a thin flexible guided wire, this im aging such as X -ray angiography, Intra- 
Vascular U ltrasound (IVUS), and O ptical C oherence Tom ography (OCT). X-ray angiography 
is the standard m odality that shows the tree structure o f the vessels, in w hich the stenosis loca­
tion can be located. However, it does not give accurate inform ation regarding surface patho lo ­
gies w ithin the arteries, such as plaque erosion, rupture and clot form ation. IVUS and O C T
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Figure 1.3: IVUS and OCT: IV U S acquired by 40M H z transducer Boston Scientific ultrasound 
m achine, O CT acquired by C 7-X R  LightLab Im aging system .
produce tw o-dim ensional cross-sectional im ages o f the arteries w here the catheter has a probe 
that m easures the back-scattered signal from the surrounding vessel structure after sending 
sound waves in IV U S or light in OCT. These m odalities provide a very detailed visualisation 
of lumen, stent strut location, and plaque m orphology as shown in Figure 1.3.
Non-Invasive im aging can also produce good visualisation details o f the stenosis location and 
plaque types for diagnostic purpose. Com puted Tom ography angiography (CTA) and M agnetic 
Resonance angiography (M RA ) are the com m on im aging m odels. H ow ever the advantage of 
invasive im aging is the ability to acquire im ages during the treatm ent procedures.
There are tw o types o f borders of clinical interest: the lum en-intim a border that corresponds 
to the inner coronary arterial wall and the m edia-adventitia border that represents the outer 
coronary arterial wall located betw een the m edia and adventitia. H ence, im age segm entation 
is the process of delineating the inner and/or the outer vessel wall, w hich is im portant for 
clinicians in order to assess the stenosis size and plaque m orphology, and can also be later 
used to reconstruct the 3D vessel and fuse IV U S/O C T w ith other im age m odalities. IVUS 
segm entation is still a challenge despite the im provem ent in the im aging quality over the past 
decades. The IVUS im aging has many artifacts that com e from  the m echanism  o f obtaining the 
im age or the nature o f ultrasound. These artifacts could interfere w ith the border o f interest, 
shield subjacent structure o f the vessel or distort its appearance. The m ost com m on artifacts 
are guide-w ire, catheter ring-dow n artifacts, stents and calcification shadow ing. O CT has a
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higher resolution than IVUS, but it still has some image artifacts similar to the IVUS such as 
guide-wire artifact and residual blood that make the segmentation problem non-trivial.
Manually segmenting of IVUS and OCT is a time-consuming, tedious process, particularly 
each pullback may contain thousands of images and can suffer from high inter- and intra­
operator variability. Semi-automatic segmentation methods combine user interaction with the 
automated process, where typically the user has to identity the region of interest [14] or the 
initialisation of the contour [22] or place some seed points on the object boundary [23, 24, 25]. 
However, these methods assume that the user has enough experience with the arterial wall 
location but this can be tricky for medical images like IVUS and is still time-consuming. Many 
automatic segmentation methods try to solve the segmentation problem by using visual cues 
such as edge [8], texture [26, 27], or statistical information [28]. However, together with prior 
and temporal knowledge, the delineation of the boundaries will be significantly meaningful.
The main objective of this work is to propose fully automatic segmentation methods to de­
lineate the arterial wall in IVUS and OCT. Graph cut based methods that effectively solve 
the segmentation problem in polynomial time are proposed. Novel optimisation of the energy 
function based on a supervised classification method is presented to overcome various image 
artifacts. Shape prior model is proposed and incorporated into the segmentation framework 
to tackle irregular shape structures without the need of any user intervention. Temporal infor­
mation is integrated to achieve consistent segmentation over consecutive frames through the 
novel adaption of well-known methods, i.e., the Kalman filter and the hidden Markov model 
(HMM). The proposed framework is able to reliably highlight the media-adventitia border in 
IVUS and lumen-intima border in OCT.
1.2 Overview
Energy minimisation is a popular approach to segment the medical imaging, where the segmen­
tation problem is defined as assigning one of the labels to each pixel in the image by minimising 
a combination of energy functions. The energy function, also known as cost function, could be 
defined based on the boundary, region and/or shape of the target object.
Graph cut, among many other energy minimisation methods, is a combinatorial optimisation 
technique that can be used to find the global minimisation of the energy function; it has been 
successfully used in many applications in computer vision and medical image analysis [29, 7].
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Graph cut is a discrete optimisation in which the image is represented by a graph where each 
node corresponds to one pixel. The relationship between these nodes is defined by weighted 
arcs. Max-flow/min-cut algorithms are commonly used to solve the segmentation problem in 
polynomial time. A notable variation to conventional graph cut is the optimal surface segmen­
tation [8], which converts the segmentation problem into computing the minimum closed set 
graph without the need of any user intervention. In this work, the optimal surface graph cut 
method is used as the basis for our approaches to image segmentation.
1.2.1 Bottom-up segmentation
Bottom-up segmentation is a data-driven method that segments the image based on extracting 
some low-level features. Existing bottom-up segmentation methods for IVUS and OCT include 
fuzzy clustering [26], wavelet analysis combined with a thresholding method [27], Markov 
random field [30], and snake model [31].
The first part of the thesis is concerned with developing low-level bottom-up segmentation 
methods for IVUS and OCT. A combination of complementary texture features is used, instead 
of image intensity, to form the the cost functions. A novel image feature derived from global 
interactions of gradient vectors over the whole image domain is proposed. A diffusion scheme 
is also used to refine image feature and improve segmentation. A double-interface graph cut 
segmentation is proposed for IVUS, where an auxiliary interface is simultaneously segmented 
with the media-adventitia border to prevent undesirable image features from interfering with 
the segmentation of the border of interest in IVUS. A comparative study with experimental 
results on IVUS and OCT images is presented.
1.2.2 Segmentation with prior information
High-level information is usually combined with a bottom-up segmentation for better segmen­
tation result. This high-level information may include shape, colour, or statistical quantities. 
A variety of high-level techniques have been investigated to perform segmentation on IVUS 
and OCT such as elliptic shape prior [32], statistical shape prior [33], including wall thickness 
information [14], and machine learning [15].
The second part of the thesis focuses on incorporating a priori information into our bottom-up 
segmentation. Although there are many cost function based methods, but finding the optimal 
formulation is still problematic due to the presence of image artifacts. In this work, a cost
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function optimisation is proposed. Instead of using a uniform cost function, the proposed 
system learns the artifacts and the vessel tissues in each column in a polar-coordinated image 
and automatically optimises the feature selection to formulate the cost function.
Incorporating shape prior into a graph-based segmentation attracted much attention recently, 
e.g., [34, 35, 36, 1, 37]. However some of them use a single template [34, 35], depend on the 
user interaction [1, 37], or require a special number of iterations to converge [36]. In this thesis, 
a non-parametric shape prior is proposed without any user intervention. The shape prior model 
is adapted globally and locally in both cost function and the graph construction respectively. 
Experiential results show comparisons between the proposed method and other shape prior 
based graph cut methods.
1.2.3 Spatio-temporal tracking and segmentation
The segmentation methods that are carried out on an individual frame basis, are commonly 
used in IVUS segmentation, e.g., [27], [14],[33]. However, it ignores the temporal information 
which could help to refine the boundary estimation, particularly when there is large uncertainty 
due to image artifacts or noise.
The third part of the thesis aims to incorporate the temporal information into the segmentation 
framework. The border is represented by radial basis functions (RBF). The Kalman filter, a 
recursive optimal estimator of the system state over time, is used to estimate the border location 
in the next frame. The incorporation of the predicated Kalman border is achieved by defining 
a new set of arcs between every two consecutive frames and the final border is obtained by 
minimising three energy functions based on the boundary cost function, the shape prior model 
and the temporal constraints. We also propose using the HMM to carry out segmentation and 
tracking as a faster alternative to the Kalman-based method in terms of finding the final border. 
The method starts from the border position in the previous frame and searches for the new 
border along normal lines. The transition probability is learned by using the Baum-Welch 
algorithm and the emission probability is derived directly from the proposed boundary-based 
cost function and the shape prior without the need for any training.
1.3 Contribution
The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
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1.. Cost function optimisation. A novel column-wise supervised classification is proposed 
to dynamically formulate the cost function. Haar-like features are extracted from both 
horizontal and vertical windows and Random Forest is used as a classifier.
2_ Shape prior model. A non-parametric estimation method is proposed based on the simi­
larity between an initial segmentation and a set of shape templates to incorporate global 
shape prior. Graph construction also adapts by defining smoothness arcs between every 
two neighbouring columns to allow learning-based transition of the border.
3. Spatio-temporal segmentation using the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is used to pro­
vide the temporal information about the border across frames. The measurement of the 
Kalman filter is defined based on the proposed temporal segmentation of the current 
frame. The Kalman predicated border is integrated into the system by adding a new set 
of arcs between every two consecutive frames.
4. HMM tracking and segmentation. HMM is segmenting and tracking the border by 
searching for the optimal sequence of the hidden states along a set of normal lines to 
find the corresponding RBF centres of the desired border. These normal lines are evenly 
sampled over the border in the polar coordinated images. The emission probability of 
the HMM is directly derived from the proposed cost function and shape prior. The final 
border is interpolated by using radial basis functions.
Additionally, this thesis includes the following minor contributions: (a) double-interface seg­
mentation method with an auxiliary interface to overcome IVUS imaging artifacts is proposed, 
(b) circulation density feature is proposed for segmenting OCT images.
1.4 Thesis outline
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 - Literature Review: provides an overview of the coronary artery imaging modalities 
and describes the image analysis applications that include segmentation, registration, classifi­
cation, and reconstruction.
1. Introduction
Chapter 3 - Graph Cut Segmentation: a bottom-up approach: describes feature extraction 
methods and introduces novel features based on the circulation density. Single and double seg­
mentation methods are proposed. Experimental results for both IVUS and OCT are presented.
Chapter 4 - Shape Prior Model: presents a novel cost function optimisation based on a su­
pervised classification method to deal with different image artifacts. The proposed shape prior 
model is introduced to refine the cost function and the graph construction. A comparative study 
is also presented.
Chapter 5 - Longitudinal Tracking and Segmentation: describes the border parametrisation, 
and the proposed tracking method through the Kalman filter and HMM. The results are shown 
on the longitudinal view of the IVUS and OCT pullbacks.
Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future Work: concludes the thesis with discussions of the pro­
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2.1 Introduction
There are many imaging modalities for coronary arteries based on different technologies such 
as ultrasound, near-infrared light, X-ray, and magnetic resonance. The analysis of these imag­
ing modalities is a vital topic due to the increasing interest in reducing the cardiac mortality 
and morbidity rate by enhancing the diagnosis and treatment of the coronary artery disease. 
The aim of this chapter is to review both kinds of coronary arterial imaging: invasive and non- 
invasive. This includes the acquisition procedure, the possible artifacts, and the image analysis 
techniques.
The common medical image analysis of arterial images includes: image segmentation, in­
cluding the identification of the arterial walls, image registration, including matching between 
sequence of images in the same or different modalities, image classification that is the cate­
gorisation of the tissues that appear in the image, and image reconstruction that is concerned 
with reconstructing a 3D image of the artery. Different imaging techniques have their own 
characteristics that often require different treatment in image analysis.
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2.2 Coronary arterial imaging
2.2.1 Invasive Imaging
Invasive imaging involves insertion of a catheter into the coronary artery of interest in which 
it reaches its place through a guide-wire. The catheter can be used to flush a contrast dye, 
balloon inflation, stent implantation, or to be attached to a transducer probe for transmitting 
and receiving the reflected signals. Invasive imaging can be used to detect stenosis and plaque 
in the vessel not only in the diagnosis phase but also during the procedures of angioplasty to 
assess the functionality of coronary arteries and stent deployment. These modalities include X- 
ray angiography, Intra-Vascular ultrasound (IVUS) and Optical Coherence tomography (OCT).
2.2.1.1 X-ray Angiography
X-ray angiography is the gold standard catheterisation modality for the diagnosis and treat­
ment of coronary arteries disease by showing a silhouette of the vessel lumen but without any 
information about the wall thickness.
X-rays are an electromagnetic wave like visible light but with much higher energy and very 
short wavelength. X-rays can be produced in a tube evacuated of air, that has a hot cathode, 
and anode usually made from a high atomic material, i.e., tungsten, that is connected with a 
high voltage source. Electrons are emitted by the cathode and travel toward the anode acceler­
ated by a high potential difference, then hit a rotating tungsten disc of the anode and produce 
directed focus X-ray. The detector of X-ray has evolved from using photographic plates and 
photographic film to a digital form by using image intensifies and more recently flat panel 
detectors.
X-ray imaging is formed by measuring the attenuation which describes the loss of intensity of 
the X-ray radiation as it penetrates different materials. Medium density, e.g., bones, have more 
attenuation than soft medium, e.g., body tissues. Since blood and the surrounding soft tissue 
have similar attenuation, using a contrast agent is essential to visualise the coronary arteries. 
The injection of the contrast agent, e.g., iodinated contrast, is achieved by inserting a catheter 
into the coronary circulation through the femoral artery or brachial artery. Digital subtraction 
angiography is a computerised modification of images to show only the blood vessels without 
intervention of the background structures, in which images taken before and after the contrast 
injunction are aligned and then digitally subtracted.
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An X-ray angiography can be obtained by using a monoplane or biplane system. Monoplane 
angiography is running separate acquisition steps by moving a C-arm mounting both X-ray 
emitter and image intensifier detector around the patient to obtain several two dimensional 
images at different orientations. Whilst the biplane angiography has a pair of emitter and 
detector working together to simultaneously acquire the projection images in different planes. 
Recently, rotational X-ray angiography has been introduced, in which it replaces the image 
intensifier with a flat plane detector and acquires various projections in single rotation of the 
gantry arm. Rotational angiography [38, 39] gives better diagnosis of lumen stenosis in severe 
cases than the conventional angiography projections with lower doses of radiation and contrast 
agent.
2.2.1.2 Intra-Vascular Ultrasound (IVUS)
Ultrasound image is generated by transmitting ultrasound waves in frequencies higher than 
human hearing range and receiving the reflected signal from the tissues. Ultrasound has a long 
penetration depth (10mm in IVUS) and can be transmitted through blood and soft tissue. IVUS 
is a catheter-based technology that shows 2D cross-sectional images of the coronary. IVUS 
has been widely used since the early of 1990s as a complementary tool of angiography for 
better diagnosis of coronary disease in which it provides characterisation of the atherosclerotic 
plaques, detects plaque rupture, ensures the stent position.
IVUS is acquired by pulling back a catheter through the artery with a constant speed (0.5mm 
per second). This catheter has an ultrasound transducer that receives the backscatter signal after 
it transmits the ultrasound waves. Frequencies of the transducers from 20-45 MHz. In general, 
there are two types of IVUS catheters [40]: single element rotated devices and phased array 
catheter. A single element catheter consists of one transducer that is rotated at approximately 
1800 revolutions per minute. The catheter can be made very thin and vibrates at high frequency 
up to 45 MHz, thus produces high quality images. A phased array catheter is a non-rotated 
catheter that has a multi-element transducer in a specific number and order. However it usually 
has a lower frequency than single element.
An IVUS image is made by taking number of steps: the backscatter signals called radiofre­
quency singles, can be seen as echo response signals along radii lines (i.e., A-line) at 360 
degrees. Radiofrequency signals are a continuous signal that is first sampled to convert it to a 
digital form. Then time gain compensation is applied to correct the attenuation of the backscat-
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ter signals. After that, a band-pass filter is computed to reduce noise effect and remove spectral 
frequency component. The gray level IVUS image known as B-mode is finally obtained by 
taking the log transformation of the envelop detected signals.
IVUS imaging artifacts are a common problem for the interpretation of the image and correctly 
highlight the border of interest. Figures 1.3, 2.1 (a, b, and c) illustrate some examples of IVUS 
artifacts. These artifacts include:
Ring-down artifact: The catheter region appears as a blank circle in the centre of IVUS im­
age. The ring-down artifact is a thick bright band surrounding the catheter.
Guide-wire artifact: The guide-wire is attached outside the catheter and causes an artifact by 
shielding the ultrasound wave in a narrow angle or causing signal reverberation.
Non-uniform rotational distortion: This artifact comes from an oscillation in the transducer 
rotation.
Calcium shadowing: Calcium is one of the atherosclerotic plaques that causes a bright echo 
and drop-out signal behind it.
Stent artifact: A stent is a metallic strut that used to reopen the stenosis artery, It causes a 
bright echo response.
Blood speckle: In 40 Mhz or higher frequency IVUS image, the blood speckle has an echo 
response and it increases exponentially when blood flow velocity reduced, which makes 
the lumen difficult to differentiate.
2.2.1.3 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
OCT is an optical counterpart of IVUS that measures the backscatter signals of near-infrared 
light rather than ultrasound which enables higher resolution (15-20 jurn) than IVUS (100-200 
jurn). OCT first appeared in 1991 and has been tested on retinal and coronary artery [41]. OCT 
has clearer visualisation of arterial wall structure, whilst it has much lower penetration depth (1 
to 2.5 mm) compared to 10 mm in IVUS which limits its ability to assess large plaque burden 
[42].
There are two techniques based on interferometry for the acquisition of OCT: time-domain and 





Figure 2.1: Exam ple IV U S and O C T im aging artifacts: (a) Calcium  shadow ing, (b) Stent 
artifact, (c) N on-uniform  rotational distortion, (d) Residual Blood, (e) Fold-over artifact. (0  
Saturation artifact.
the sam ple arm and is reflected by the tissue and the o ther to the reference arm. The reference 
arm is m echanically m oving a scanning m irror to reflect echo delays. The detector then cap­
tures the interference o f the com bined light reflected from  both arms. W hen the path length of 
both arms is m atched, the peak intensity o f the constructive in terference is noted. T im e-dom ain 
OCT has low im aging speeds and it requires com pletely clearing the vessel o f blood by using 
an occlusion balloon w ith continues flushing during the pullback o f the O C T catheter. This 
may cause m yocardial ischem ia [43].
Fourier-dom ain O C T is the next generation o f O CT [44, 45]. It w orks by replacing the m e­
chanical scanning reference arm by a fixed arm and by detecting the spectral in terference pat­
tern either through spatially  dissolving the spectrum  com ponent across an array detector or 
encoding the spectral com ponent as a function o f tim e using a sw ept laser source, and thus 
correspond to tw o configuration o f Fourier-dom ain system s, spectral dom ain and sw ept source 
respectively. Fourier-dom ain system s allow very fast pullback with high sensitivity and can 




OCT imaging has a number of imaging artifacts, some of them are similar to the IVUS due 
to the catheterisation mechanism as shown in Figures 1.3, 2.1 (d, e, and f). These artifacts 
include:
Stent shadowing: The OCT light is unable to break through the metallic stent causing a shad­
owing behind the stent.
Saturation artifact: The stent could reflect a bright beam along the A-line, when the beam 
comes perpendicular to the sent.
Residual blood: The uncleaned blood inside the lumen reflects the light and may cause mis­
interpretation of the vessel wall or it might be mislabelled as thrombus.
Guide-wire artifact: The appearance of the guide-wire artifact is similar to the stent but the 
brightness of reflection is usually close to the catheter.
Sew up artifact: The rapid movement of artery or imaging wire could cause misalignment 
and distortion.
Fold-over artifact: The vessel looks folded when the reflected light occurs outside the system 
penetration. This may happen with bifurcation or a large vessel.
2.2.2 Non-Invasive Imaging
Non-invasive imaging has increasingly been used to examine patients with high risk factors of 
coronary disease, complaining of chest pain, or after bypass coronary surgery. Non-invasive 
imaging has many different applications such as depiction of coronary arteries, characterising 
plaque type, measuring calcium scoring, assessing heart muscle and blood pumping function. 
Each one of these applications can be accomplished by using one or more image modalities 
such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR), echocardiography and myocar­
dial perfusion imaging by means of single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) or 
positron emission tomography (PET).
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2.2.2.1 Computed Tomographic Angiography (CTA)
CTA is non-invasive X-ray imaging that provides a three-dimensional detailed structure of the 
blood vessels and their surrounding tissue. Two CT techniques have been used to retrieve 
coronary artery imaging: Electron beam CT (EBCT) and Multi-detector CT (MDCT). EBCT 
is a non-rotated technique that uses an electron gun instead of the traditional X-ray tube to 
produce a fast electron beam that is focused and deflected along semi-circular rings of tungsten 
to emit X-rays. The detector is stationary in the upper half of the ring above the patient table. 
Because of the design of EBCT, it is dedicated only for cardiac imaging. However, EBCT 
has high temporal resolution but low spatial resolution in longitudinal axis. This reduces its 
accuracy in severely diseased cardiac cases. EBCT has been largely replaced by MDCT [47].
MDCT is a recent development of spiral (also called helical) CT scanner [48, 49] to overcome 
the difficulties of volume acquisition in a single patient breath-hold and artifacts introduced 
by the collimated slice wide which causes some mismatch between longitudinal resolution of 
slices. MDCT consists of three components: X-ray tube, multi-slice detector, and rotational 
stage. The X-ray source and its detectors are fully rotated around the patient, while the patient 
lies on a table that is continuously moved forward in order to obtain cross-sectional images 
at all orientations. A 3D volume is reconstructed from these images. A contrast agent is 
intravenously injected before taking CTA images. MDCT has been rapidly developed [50] 
starting from using 4, 16, to 64 slices and nowadays the number of slices is reaching 320 
slices where it significantly improves the isotropic resolution and reduces acquisition time and 
artifacts. More recently, multi-source multi-slice detector CT has been introduced, and dual 
source of X-rays [51] has been used to improve the temporal resolution and reduce motion 
artifacts caused by irregular heartbeat.
CTA has been used in assessment of lumen narrowing and identifying atherosclerotic plaques 
[52, 53]. However the differentiation of non-calcium plaque components is still intractable. 
Many radiation dose-saving schemes can be used to make the radiation dose comparable to the 
level of the invasive X-ray angiography or even less [47].
2.2.2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
MRI is a non-ionising radiation modality that takes advantage of the intrinsic magnetic prop­
erties of body tissues and blood under the influence of an external magnetic field to produce
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an image. MRI utilises the fact of the human body consists of 75% water which contains hy­
drogen nuclei (protons). Protons are spinning in place forming a small magnetic field but in 
different orientations that neglect each other. When a person goes inside a high-powered mag­
netic field, these protons are aligned in orientation with the direction of the field. Turning on 
a radio-frequency pulse at the resonant frequency causing an excitation of the protons. When 
it is turned off the relaxation process happens in variable time depending on the tissue and 
a measurable signal is emitted. An additional magnetic field gradient is also used in which it 
varies the main magnetic field linearly across the longitudinal axis, in order to spatially localise 
the tissue that emitted the signal to reconstruct the images. A contrast agent, e.g., gadolinium, 
could be used to alter the relaxation time for better visualisation of the human anatomy.
MRI has been used to evaluate arterial wall thickness and to monitor the progression and re­
gression of vulnerable plaques and its component in large arteries such as carotid [54, 55] and 
aorta [56, 57]. However, for coronary arteries, MRI imaging is still a challenge because of the 
relatively small size and the position of the coronary arteries and the cardiac and respiratory 
motion artifacts. Many initial studies [58, 59] for assessing lumen area and identifying plaque 
presence in vessel wall are based on (breath-holding or 2D navigator for respiratory motion 
compensation) black-blood MRI that maximise the signal from static tissue and superseded 
the blood signal. However it has low spatial resolution and artifacts, e.g., partial-volume effect 
may cause an overestimation of wall thickness. Multi-contrast weighted MRI [60,61] has been 
recently used for coronary arteries. It provides a better resolution and more accurate assess­
ment of plaque components. However, multi-contrast weighted MRI is still a time-consuming 
acquisition technique.
Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) is a technique based on MRI imaging modality to 
show blood vessels and detect stenosis. Many MRA techniques [62] are based on exploiting 
the circulation of the blood compared to the stationary tissue such as time-of-flight and phase 
contrast, while some other techniques are blood flow independent, such as steady-state free- 
precession (SSFP) and contrast-enhanced methods. A magnetic field of MRA scanner at 1.5 
Tesla was used for coronary arteries in [63, 64]. However it has a low signal-to-noise ratio, and 
poor visualisation of small distal branches. SSFP technique [65, 66] showed some improve­
ment on visible vessel length and sharpness. Scanners at 3.0 Tesla are used to increase the 
image quality, acquisition speed and visualisation of the coronary arteries. Contrast-enhanced 
methods [67, 68] show superior results than SSFP and contain fewer artifacts. Metallic stent
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causes susceptibility and radiofrequency artifacts [69] which may limit the assessment of vessel 
lumen.
2.3 Coronary arterial imaging analysis
2.3.1 Vessel Segmentation
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning any given image into distinct, meaningful 
objects by delineating each object boundary based on a set of extracted features. The vessel 
segmentation in 2D/3D angiogram images like in X-ray angiography, CTA and MRA is defined 
by segmenting tubular tree structures of the vessel from the background. The vessel can be just 
the lumenal area as in X-ray angiography or with plaque burden as in CTA and MRA. The 
vessel segmentation of 2D cross-sectional images of IVUS and OCT means the delineation of 
vessel arterial walls (i.e., lumen and/or media-adventitia borders).
Many reviews have been published on vessel segmentation [70, 71, 40]. The majority of these 
vessel segmentation methods can be categorised into three classes: simple region-based ap­
proaches, e.g., thresholding, region growing, and morphological operations; energy minimisa­
tion approaches, including combinatorial optimisation and deformable models; and machine 
learning based approaches.
2.3.1.1 Thresholding, Region Growing, and Morphological Operations
Thresholding is a simple image segmentation method in which predefined criteria split a given 
image into two regions: object of interest and background, so that each region has a distinct 
feature. Image features in the simplest form are defined by the pixel intensity. However these 
features might not be suitable for all cases of object separation. Other feature extractions could 
be used, such as Hessian matrix [12], steerable filter [72] and wavelet features [27, 73]. The 
selection of the optimal threshold value is a challenging process. Many methods have been 
used to determine the threshold value, such as a heuristic approach or an adaptive threshold 
including Otsu’s method [74]. However, thresholding is very sensitive to the background noise 
and feature variation.
Region growing [75, 76] is a more progressive region segmentation method than the thresh­
olding method. It iteratively grows regions starting from an initial set of seed points and joins 
the neighbouring pixels that satisfy predefined homogeneity criteria. The method may require
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user initialisation for the seed points and often causes over or under segmentation of the image 
that requires further processing [77]. Morphological operations [78] are a set of mathemati­
cal operations, e.g., dilation and erosion, applied on binary images that often be used as pre 
or post-processing step of other segmentation methods, such as thresholding [73] and region 
growing [79, 80] to improve the segmentation performance.
Several works have been reported using thresholding, region growing and morphological op­
erations to segment coronary arteries, such as [81, 80, 82, 27, 73, 83]. For example, in [27], 
Papadogiorgaki et al. proposed to use discrete wavelet frames to construct decomposition trees 
to identify vessel wall borders. An initial contour is obtained by applying a threshold to those 
texture features and then refining by radial basis functions.
2.3.1.2 Combinatorial Optimisation
Combinatorial optimisation is a discrete optimisation technique, in which finding the optimum 
solution from a finite set of feasible solutions by minimising a mapping function called cost 
function that assigns a cost for each feasible solution subject to a set of constraints. Many 
combinatorial optimisation problems are represented by a graph or network and can be min­
imised in polynomial time such as shortest path, max-flow/min-cut, and minimum spanning 
tree. Typically, a 2D image is represented by a graph G(V,E), where V is a set of vertices 
that corresponds to image pixels, and E is the edge set in which each edge is connecting a pair 
of vertices and associated with a weight or cost. The graph is called directed when the edges 
are defined with specific directions. Conversely in the undirected graph, the edges have no 
direction defined. Here, we focus on two main approaches: shortest path and graph cut.
A. Shortest Path
Shortest path algorithms solve the problem of finding the optimal path between two vertices in 
a graph where the total edge costs associated with that path are minimised. The most popular 
shortest path algorithm is Dijkstra’s algorithm [84]. In addition, a heuristic technique [85] and 
dynamic programming [86] are often used to improve the efficiency and the speed of shortest 
path search. Dijkstra’s algorithm is a single-source algorithm that locates the shortest path 
from the source vertex to all other vertices in the graph with non-negative edge weights. The 
algorithm creates a shortest path tree from the source vertex by iteratively adding the vertex 
that has the lowest distance to the source. Shortest path can be adapted in image segmentation
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to declinate the object boundaries but it usually requires some user interaction.
Intelligent Scissors [87], and Live Wire [88, 89] are among early methods to perform on-the-fly 
segmentation based on Dijkstra’s method by allowing the user to follow the object boundary 
through a few mouse clicks. Gradient magnitudes and orientation are used along with intensity- 
based features to define the edge weights. However these methods are computationally expen­
sive in segmenting high resolution images due to the repeated search for the shortest paths over 
the whole image. Live lane [89] improves the computation speed by limiting the search space 
for shortest paths, at the expense of more user interaction. Falcao et al. [90] proposed fast 
Live Wire method, avoiding the restriction of utilising the previous computation of shortest 
paths to avoid unnecessary computation following the new input from the user. 3D extension 
of shortest path segmentation methods have been also introduced in [91, 92, 93].
Several shortest path based methods are used to detect vessel centerlines [94, 95, 96, 97] in 
angiography images. In IVUS imaging, Sonka et al. proposed a semi-automatic method for 
segmenting the IVUS arterial walls by using a heuristic technique to minimise a cost function 
based on prior knowledge of the wall thickness and edge features. Similarly, authors in [98] 
and [99] interactively compute the minimal path on longitudinal images of two perpendicu­
lar planes across the IVUS pullback and combine the outcome resulting in the cost function 
of every individual cross-sectional image in order to identify the optimal paths for the lu­
men and media-adventitia borders. Recently, authors in [24] proposed a multi-layer shortest 
path method for segmenting the media-adventitia border. The user can not only input a set 
of attraction points near the boundary but also can draw region-based strokes, working as soft 
constraints. The user points are assumed to be placed in a sequential order, which reduces the 
computational complexity to polynomial time.
B. Graph Cut
Graph cut has been successfully used in many computer vision applications such as image 
segmentation, restoration, registration, and stereo matching. Greig et a l [100] were the first 
reported using max-flow/min-cut algorithm to estimate maximum a posteriori (MAP) of the 
Markov Random Field (MRF) model for binary image restoration. The work is then extended 
for multi-labels [101, 102, 103] and higher-order MRF [104, 105, 106]. The solution of the 
MRF can be also approximated by using belief propagation [107, 108], tree-reweighted mes­
sage passing [109], and iterated conditional mode [110].
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Boykov et al. [29, 111] introduced a general framework [100] for 2D/3D binary image seg­
mentation. The aim is to associate with each pixel p  £ V  in the image, a consistent piecewise 
smooth label f p € C  where C = {0,1}. The cost function E( f )  consists of two terms: data term 
and smooth term. The data term Edata is the total unary cost of assigning high cost Dp(fp) for 
each pixel p  that is not likely to agree with the labelling f p and low cost otherwise. The smooth 
term Esmooth measures the total pairwise smoothness cost between every two neighbouring pix­
els p  and q. It assigns high cost if the two pixels p  and q have different labelling.
E{f )  = Edata( f ) +  XEsmooth{ f ), (2.1)
where A is a weight term, Edata and Esmooth are defined as:
Edata{f) — ^  Dp(fp),
pCiV
(2 .2)
Esmoot h{f) — V{P,q}{fpifq)-
{ p , q } e M
where N  is the set of all pairs of neighbouring pixels, and V{p.q} is the pairwise interaction 
potential that penalises the discontinuity between two neighbouring pixels p  and q. The graph 
cut can find the global optimal solution of £ ( / ) ,  on condition of V{p,q} satisfies the regularity 
condition:
(0,0) +  V{M} (1,1) <  v{p,q} (1,0) +  V{Ptq) (0,1) (2.3)
Graph cut minimises the energy function E ( /)  by finding the optimal cut on a defined graph 
Gst = (V U  {s ,t},£■), in which two terminal nodes called source (s) and sink (t) are added to 
the vertices set V of the image pixels. Every node in V is connected to the terminal nodes s 
and t with edges called t-links. In addition, each node is locally connected to its neighbours in 
a grid-like format (e.g., 4 or 8 neighbourhood system) with edges called n-links. The cost of
t-links and n-links edges are derived from the data term Edata and the smoothness term Esm00th
respectively and have to be non-negative values. The s-t cut is a subset of edges that partitions 
the graph into two disjoint sets: the one connected to the terminal s represents object and the 
other set connected to the terminal t stands for the background. The cost of the s-t cut is the 
sum of edges cost serves on the cut that separates the graph into object and background. The 
problem of finding the optimal s-t cut is efficiently solved by max-flow/min-cut algorithms 
[112, 113, 114] in polynomial running time.
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Max-flow/min-cut algorithms can be categorised into augmenting path and push-relabel meth­
ods. Augmenting path-based methods, such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm and Dinic algo­
rithm, work by sending flow along non-saturated paths from the source to the sink until no 
more paths are available and the maximum flow is reached. Push-relabel algorithms work dif­
ferently by pushing excess flows toward vertices with a smaller estimated distance to the sink 
and maintaining a distance labelling of vertices from the sink. The running time complexity 
of max-flow/min-cut algorithms depends on a number of factors: the number of vertices n, 
the number of edges m, and the maximum edge weight u. For example, the worst-case run­
ning time complexity for the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is 0{m2u) and for the Dinic algorithm 
is 0(mn2). Boykov and Kolmogorov [114] proposed augmenting path-based algorithm that 
empirically outperforms all the previous max-flow/min-cut algorithms despite its worst-case 
complexity is 0(mn2\c\) where |c| is the cost of the minimum cut. This algorithm is used to 
minimise the proposed energy functions as discussed in the following chapters.
Many methods have been developed to define the data term and smoothness term of the graph 
cut. In [29, 7], the unary cost is defined by building two histograms for object and background 
derived from some user strokes. In the Grab Cut [115], the authors proposed to use a Gaussian 
mixture model to build a local colour model to improve the unary term. It reduces the user 
intervention by allowing the user to define a rectangular window surrounding the object. Lazy 
Snapping [116] is applying the graph cut over a pre-segmented image using a watershed algo­
rithm. K-means is used to cluster the foreground/background colours and assign each pixel to 
the nearest cluster to define the data term. The method also has a boundary editing tool to refine 
the result. The smoothness term is usually defined based on the edge features, e.g., gradient 
magnitudes. However, these methods usually need multiple user interventions to correctly cut 
out the object, due to the simplicity in cost function and ambiguities in images.
Many variations of the conventional graph cut have been introduced to solve different seg­
mentation problems, such as incorporating shape prior [35, 36, 37, 117, 1], approximating 
continuous Riemannian metric space [118,119], clustering [120,121,122], dynamic graph cut 
[123, 124], and finding the optimal surface in N-D graph [8]. Li et al. [8] proposed a method 
for simultaneously detecting multiple optimal surfaces in N-D graph. The method constructs a 
weight directed graph for each surface to impose geometric constraints, e.g., defining surfaces 
smoothness and interrelation. The method finds the optimal surface by converting the problem 
into computing the minimum closed set graph that eliminates the need for any user interac­
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tion. It can be efficiently solved by the max-flow/min-cut algorithms. We extend this graph cut 
method to segment IVUS and OCT images, by optimising cost function, incorporating shape 
prior, and imposing temporal constraints.
Graph cut methods have been used in vessel segmentation, e.g. [15, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. 
For example, in [15], authors adopted the optimal surface method [8] to segment the IVUS arte­
rial walls, its cost function consists of three terms: Rayleigh distribution, Chan-Vese function, 
and learned border patterns. However the method ignores the IVUS artifacts which inevitably 
exist in any IVUS pullback. K. Tung et a l [128] used a combination of expectation maximi­
sation and graph cut to initially segment the lumen border in OCT imaging, then corrected the 
segmentation by computing a convex hull to remove the guide-wire artifact. In Chapter 3, the 
proposed double interface segmentation is compared to the conventional graph cut method.
2.3.1.3 Deformable Model
Deformable models are elastic curves or surfaces which react according to applied forces and 
constraints. They have been increasingly used in medical image analysis [130, 131, 132] as a 
result of its ability to cope with the variability of the human anatomical structures. Curves or 
surfaces are deformed by undergoing two kinds of forces: internal and external. Internal forces 
maintains the shape smoothness of the model. External forces are derived from the image fea­
tures in order to guide the model to the desired location or configuration. Deformable models 
can be categorised as: parametric model and geometric model, based on the representation of 
the shape. Parametric models, also known as active contours or snakes, use explicit parametric 
representations for curves or surfaces in image domain. On the other hand, geometric models 
are implicitly representing the model by using distance transform function in higher dimen­
sional space and deforming the model according to the curve evolution theory [130] and the 
level set method [133, 134].
A. Parametric Models
The formulation of parametric models can be written as an energy function so that the curve 
evolution is realised by minimising a combination of internal and external forces. Let the 
deformed curve is defined as V(s) = (jt(,s),y(s)),s £ [0,1], where x(j),;y(s) are x,y coordinates
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and the contour length s is normalised. The energy function can be described as:
E(V) = Eint(V )+ E ext{V). (2.4)
The internal energy functional is defined as:
(2.5)
where a(s), j3 (s) determine the elasticity and rigidity of the model by controlling the first-order 
and the second-order derivatives. The external force Eext(V) is derived from the image data 
over which the curve evolves. For example, given a gray-level image /(x,y), the edge-based 
functional can be defined as:
where Ga is a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation a, V is the gradient operator, and * is the 
convolution operator. The energy function E(V) can be written as an Euler-Lagrange equation 
so that the energy minimisation is achieved by finding the solution of this equation starting from 
initial contour parameters. Many energy function minimisation methods have been introduced 
such as gradient descent [135], and dynamic programming [136].
Parametric models suffer from a number of shortcomings: the models often depend on a good 
initialisation of the contour in terms of their location and the number of control points to 
achieve meaningful results and can generally only capture one region of interest per model. 
Parametric models have difficulties to handle topological changes, such as splitting or merg­
ing, and this motivates alterative representations.
The external force that relies on the image gradient is generally sensitive to noise and prone 
to local minima. Defining the external force has been extensively studied in the literature. 
In [135, 137], the external force extended to a multi-scale Gaussian kernel to highlight edges 
more accurately. Cohen [138] proposed a balloon force that could be inflated or deflated to 
allow more flexibility of the initial contour position. Cohen and Cohen [139] used a distance 
map between each pixel and the nearest boundary, however the deformation is intractable when 
the boundary has concavity. Xu and Prince [140] improved its performance by using gradient 
vector flow in which it diffuses the edge map gradient far from the boundary. Region-based 




to split the image into object and background regions each of which has its own statistical 
characteristics. User interaction could also be incorporated into the external force, e.g., [135].
For IVUS segmentation, authors in [144, 145] proposed to apply nonlinear diffusion to en­
hance edges, then to use a statistical classification [145] to define vessel map and finally to 
apply a snake model to detect the media-adventitia border. In [146], preprocessing operations 
including edge detection and hough circle transform are carried out to convert the IVUS image 
to binary. Then gradient vector flow is employed to highlight the two vessel walls sequentially. 
In [147], the authors proposed an automatic initialisation of an active contour method based 
on a heuristic thresholding of extracted wavelet features. In [148], a Hopfield neural network 
is used to minimise the energy function of a snake model, in which an operator initialises the 
contour in the first frame and the resultant border is used as an initialisation for segmenting 
the next frame. In [149], the authors introduced a semi-automatic 3D active contour method 
where the external force is defined on the gradient information. However, the user intervention 
is necessary at several intermediate frames, including the first and the last one. Brusseau et al  
[28] proposed an automatic active contour method by fitting Rayleigh distributions to segment 
the lumen border. In [150], an active contour method is used to segment OCT images, after 
applying Otsu’s thresholding and morphological operations to convert the image to binary. The 
method requires user intervention when the difference between the vessel wall contour and a 
fitted ellipse shape is greater than a threshold value, in order to reduce the irregularity of the 
contour.
B. Geometric Models
Geometric models are based on the level set method or geodesic active contours, which are 
introduced to tackle some of the problems of the parametric model by evolving curves or 
surfaces using a geometric estimation which is independent of any explicit parametrisation. 
Let X(s,t) = [x(s,f),y(s,f)] be a moving curve with s parameters, K its curvature, and time t, 
and its inward normal N. The curve is propagating along its normal direction in accordance 
with a partial differential equation:
-s i  = F ( k)N, (2.7)
where the speed of curve evolution is determined by function F ( k) called the speed function. 
In curve evolution theory [130], the curve deformation can be accomplished by using curvature
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deformation. Comparing to parametric models, curvature deformation has a similar influence 
as internal force, while constant speed deformation is equivalent to the balloon force. The 
geometric model combines the curve deformation methods with the data derived from the 
image, in order to evolve the curve until reaching the object boundaries.
The level set method is connected to the curve evolution theory by defining the curve at zero 
level of a signed distance function in a higher dimensional space, in which replacing the curve 
parametrisation by a level set function evolved over time. Given the curve X(s,t),  the embed­
ding level set function <j>(x,y,t) is defined as:
By differentiating the equation (2.8) with respect to t and using the chain rule, we have:
Considering equation (2.7), and assuming that <j) is negative inside the zero level set and pos­
itive outside, and that the inward normal is defined as N = —V0/|V</>|, equation (2.9) is re­
written as:
The original speed function proposed in [151, 152] is described by adding together curvature 
and constant deformations which are then weighted by stopping term c, which is defined based 
on the gradient of Gaussian smoothed image:
(j) represents the evolving level set function and Vo is the constant deformation term where 
positive value shrinks the curve and negative value expands it. However, weak edges or gaps 
cause the curve to continuously evolve without stopping. Many works [153, 154, 155] have 
been proposed to solve the problem by introducing an extra stopping term. Region-based 
methods, such as [156, 157, 158], usually suffer less from this problem. For example, Chan 










two regions in which the delineation of the object region is based on the average intensities 
inside and outside the contour. Later, authors in [157] extended the method to deal with multi­
regions (phase). In [158], authors proposed multiple level set functions, one for each region, 
and combining region statistics from Gaussian Mixture model with edge information. Xie and 
Mirmehdi [159] combined the gradient flow forces with diffused region constraints for dealing 
with image noise and weak edges.
Shape prior model has been integrated into the deformable model by using different schemes 
such as principal component analysis (PC A) [160, 161], kernel PC A [162], statistical model 
[163] and nonparametric density estimation [164, 165]. Recently, many other techniques ap­
ply some physics principles on the deformable models such as [166, 167, 168]. Notably, Xie 
and Mirmehdi [168] proposed applying a magnetic force as an external force to attract the 
active contour towards object boundaries which would improve the model convergence to 
deep concavities and in dealing with weak edges. Xie in [169] extended this method into 
an initialisation-invariant edge-based active contour, which provides more freedom in contour 
initialisation. Yeo et a l [170] introduced a 3D extension of this method, and provided a more 
general framework by reformulating the external force and applying the analogy of geometric 
interactions between the deformable model and the image objects. The bidirectionality of the 
force permits this method to handle arbitrary cross-boundary initialisations and weak edges.
For IVUS segmentation, in [22], Cardinal et a l assumed that each region consists of uniform 
scattering tissue and has its own distinctive Rayleigh distribution. However, it is expected that 
arteries captured in IVUS contain various forms of diseased tissue which greatly compromise 
their assumption. Unal et a l [33] used signed distance function to implicitly represent prior 
shapes and applied principal component analysis (PCA) to generalise the shape variation. Its 
automated initialisation of the media-adventitia border, however, is based on the maximum 
gradient information which is susceptible to imaging artifacts.
2.3.1.4 Machine Learning Based Model
Machine learning is one of the major branches of the artificial intelligent which aims to develop 
systems that can learn to do tasks. Machine learning has been used in many medical applica­
tions such as computer-aided diagnosis [171,167], prognosis [172,173], image retrieval [174], 
and image segmentation [175]. Different machine learning approaches have been introduced 
which can be categorised based on the learning strategy. Clustering methods are unsupervised
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learning approaches where the input data is given without association with the target labelling, 
hence the clustering methods learn the intrinsic structures that partition these data. On the 
other hand, supervised learning approaches assume that the training data are provided with the 
associate labelling so that it can recognise the unseen data pattern based on this knowledge.
Clustering is used in region-based segmentation where the data set is partitioned such that 
each cluster has the same homogeneous attributes such as intensity, colour or texture. The 
clustering has many different schemes and has been used in vessel segmentation, such as K- 
means [176], expectation maximisation [128] and fuzzy C-mean clustering [177,26]. K-means 
is hard unsupervised clustering in which each pixel can only join one cluster. The idea of K- 
means is defining a centroid at the initial centre for each cluster and assigning each sample 
in the data set to the nearest centroid by measuring the distance between them, then update 
the centroid in an iterative manner. In Chapter 4, K-means clustering is incorporated into the 
proposed shape prior model.
Supervised learning methods include, among many others, supervised neural network, sup­
port vector machine (SVM), random forest, and boosting. SVM was proposed by Cortes and 
Vapnik [178, 179]. It finds a hyperplane with the maximal margin that separates the feature 
space into two sample groups. The input data is often transformed into higher dimensional 
space using a kernel function, so that SVM can separate nonlinear cases. SVM was originally 
designed for binary classification, but it can be extended to be a multi-class classifier [ 180] 
by using, for example, one-versus-all or one-versus-one techniques. Boosting is an ensemble- 
based method that combines a set of weak classifiers to create a strong classifier. Since Freund 
and Schapire [181] introduced the AdaBoost algorithm, many variations have been proposed, 
such as Realboost, GentleBoost, LogitBoost, and so on [182]. Viola and Jones [183] proposed 
a cascade classifier based on AdaBoost which has been successfully used in object recognition 
and in real time application. The decision of ensemble-based methods is usually computed by 
carrying out majority voting. Random forest (RF) is another poplar ensemble classifier of a 
refined bagged trees. Random forest injects the randomness not only by training each tree on 
different training sets using a bootstrap sampling but also with a random set of features that is 
drawn at each node to determine the best tree splitting. In Chapter 4, random forest classifier 
is used to optimise the definition of the cost function.
Nekovei and Sun [184] segmented the blood vessel in X-ray angiography using a backpropa- 
gation neural network. The neural network is trained on pixel intensities extracted from small
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subwindows across the image which it uses to classify the pixels as vessel and non-vessel. 
Authors in [185] used a multi-stage random forest classifier to detect seed points of the vessel 
location in X-ray angiography, in which three standalone RFs are sequentially applied based 
on vesselness, eigenvalue, and effective margin features in order to reduce the false negative 
rate. In CTA imaging, Kelm et a l [186] extracted the vessel centerlines by computing the min­
imum cost path and proposed using the regression RF based on rotational invariant features 
[187] to identify the cross-sectional area of the vessel lumen along the centerlines. Zheng et 
al [188] introduced a machine-learning vesselness method using a probabilistic boosting tree. 
The method segments the whole heart and detects the two coronary ostia as a preprocessing 
step so that the probabilistic boosting tree method is implemented on the heart surface by as­
signing high score for each voxel inside the vessel and low score otherwise based on a set of 
extracted geometric and image features.
In IVUS imaging, authors in [189,190] proposed delineating the lumen border using AdaBoost 
and using SVM respectively. In [189], the IVUS image is converted to a longitudinal view and 
the AdaBoost algorithm is trained by selecting the most relevant features from a pool of texture 
features. Morphological operations and then a snake model are run on the resultant labelling 
map to define the border. In [190], the lumen border is specified by minimising a probabilistic 
cost function obtained by using the SVM classifier, where SVM is trained on texture features to 
give a likelihood of each pixel belonging to blood and non-blood regions. The training data is 
supplied by the user through highlighting some positive and negative regions on the first frame 
of the IVUS sequence.
2.3.2 Tissue Characterisation
Tissue characterisation is the process of evaluating a medical image to identify the type of tissue 
component. Tissue classification of coronary arteries is not only used to segment the vessel 
as aforementioned but also in many clinical applications that include plaque characterisation, 
stenosis detection [186], assessment of stent strut apposition [191], or measurement of in­
stent neointimal hyperplasia [192]. Atherosclerotic plaques are the most interesting tissues 
to be classified that can be measured using different image modalities, e.g., IVUS, OCT and 
CTA. Atherosclerotic lesions are commonly recognised as responsible for acute vascular events 
[193]. The type of plaques include fibrotic, lipid-rich, and calcific plaques, each of which has 
distinct features that change from one image modality to another. For example, In IVUS,
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lipid-rich plaque has low backscatter signals that appear as dark regions, fibrous tissue has a 
homogeneous collagen region with a medium echo reflection, and calcium has a high echo 
reflection followed by shadowing. In OCT, calcium has low reflection and is surrounded by 
sharp edges, poor-signal regions that are caused by lipid-rich regions with diffused edges, and 
fibrotic plaque is shown as a homogeneous highly reflective region.
There are two main approaches to tissue characterisation: radiofrequency-based and image- 
based. Radiofrequency-based approaches [194, 195] are spectral analysis of the backscattered 
radiofrequency signals into four different plaque components: calcium, necrotic core, fibrous 
and fibrolipidic, where necrotic core is a mixture of cholesterol clefts, foam cells and micro­
calcifications. Some IVUS machines come with a plaque characterisation system known as 
IVUS-Virtual Histology (VH) that colour-codes each plaque type reconstructed from radiofre­
quency signals. However, IVUS-VH requires the electrocardiogram (ECG)-gated acquisition 
that unavoidably removes IVUS frames at the intermediate of cardiac cycle.
Image-based approaches [196, 197, 198, 199, 200] consist of the extraction and selection of 
a set of features from the gray-level image and applying a classification scheme to detect the 
tissue components. Many kinds of image features have been extracted based on pixel inten­
sities, texture, and geometric features. Texture features include a co-occurrence matrix, local 
binary patterns, wavelet features and Gabor filters. Geometric features include, for example, 
the relative position to the vessel border. The classification scheme is usually accomplished 
using one of the machine learning methods, such as SVM, random forest and neural network.
2.3.3 3D Vessel Reconstruction
X-ray angiography remains the gold standard diagnosis modality for coronary arterial diseases, 
although many aforementioned modalities have been developed. The diagnosis is based on a 
set of views selected by cardiologist from several two-dimensional angiographic images ac­
quired on different perspectives to subjectively minimise foreshortening and vessel overlap. 
However, this is associated with high intra-observer and inter-observer variability. The quan­
titative coronary analysis of these two-dimensional views often suffers from a magnification 
factor and superimposition effects. Thus, 3D reconstruction of vessels can compensate for the 
X-ray angiography limitations. Green et a l [201] showed that the selective views still have 
a lot of vessel foreshortening that may affect the assessment of stenosis and the placement of 
stents compared to 3D reconstructed vessels. 3D reconstruction of vessels [202] allows esti­
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mation of vessel diameter, length, volume, and angles at vessel branching points and tortuosity.
Many 3D vessel reconstruction methods have been proposed over the last two decades using 
various types of acquisition systems: monoplane [203, 204, 205, 206], biplane [207], and ro­
tational systems [18, 208]. 3D reconstruction of vessels is based on calibrated or uncalibrated 
data models. In calibrated models [209, 204, 205], projection data is obtained independently 
prior to or during the acquisition of angiogram data by using a calibration phantom. Uncali­
brated models [210, 207, 203] require a minimum number of matching points in two images 
usually manually identified at bifurcation points and end points to implement an optimisation 
algorithm for calculating the projection geometry.
The 3D reconstruction method of vessels can be categorised as low-level approaches and en­
ergy minimisation models. Most low-level methods [210, 207, 203, 211, 205, 18, 206] include 
four steps: 1) finding the projection geometry and correcting image intensifier distortions; 2) 
segmenting the angiogram images to extract the vessel centreline, diameter, and bifurcation 
points; 3) identifying the correspondence of vessel centerlines based on the well-known epipo- 
lar constraint; 4) calculating 3D coordinates for each corresponding pair of vascular points to 
construct the 3D coronary tree.
In [207], the authors proposed a 3D reconstruction method of biplane images to assess coro­
nary artery disease. The method uses an iterative method to estimate the geometric parameters 
by statistical analysis of reconstruction error. An operator interactively determines the corre­
spondence points in two projections and these points are also used as a guide to segment the 
vessel in each image. The vessel is reconstructed based on an elliptic cross-sectional contour 
derived from the vessel centreline and edges. In [203], Chen and Carroll used a semiautomatic 
deformation model to segment the vessel tree and proposed a nonlinear optimisation method 
to define the transformation parameters between two views taken from a monoplane system. 
The 3D reconstructed vessel is used to calculate the percentage of vessel foreshortening and 
overlap, and select the optimal views in terms of the gantry angles that minimise vessel over­
lap. In [205], Movassaghi et a l introduced a 3D reconstruction method from two or more 
projection views. An automatic detection method of vessel centreline and width was proposed. 
The geometry data is predetermined by using calibrated phantom data. In [206], the authors 
proposed a nonlinear optimisation method of two angiographic views which takes into account 
the influence of table movement to refine the 3D structure of the vessel tree. Blondel et a l [18] 
proposed a vessel reconstruction method using a rotational X-ray sequence. The method first
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selects a set of reference images at the same cardiac phase but from different angles to remove 
the effect of cardiac motion. Then the vessel centreline is extracted using a thresholding based 
method. A matching algorithm is proposed to find the correspondence between the reference 
centerlines, taking into account the amount of respiratory motion compensation. The method 
uses the 3D vessel model to estimate the cardiac motion, and also produces a 3D tomographic 
reconstruction of coronary arteries.
Energy minimisation models include the deformable model [209, 204, 212] and graph cut 
methods [208]. Radeva et al. introduced the 3D reconstruction problem as a minimisation of 
the snake model, in which the vessel segmentation and reconstruction steps are combined and 
directly obtain the 3D vessel positions, without the need for using epipolar constraints to find 
matching points. Canero etal. incorporated the geometrical distortion estimation into the snake 
model to improve the image quality and the extraction of vessel centerlines. The external force 
of the snake model is based on generalised gradient vector flow. In [212], the authors proposed 
the external force of the snake model based on image gradient and prior knowledge. User 
interaction is required to define the geometry transformation and the initialisation of the snake 
model. Liao et al. [208] formulated the 3D reconstruction of vessels from multiple views 
as a minimisation of the graph cut problem. Vessel centerlines are segmented using hysteresis 
thresholding and then refined by an interactive method based on fast marching. The graph cut is 
used to solve the multi-view matching problem by incorporating a soft epipolar constraint and 
a smoothness term in 3D space. However, the method does not take into account compensation 
for the breathing motion.
2.3.4 Image Registration
Image registration is the process of determining the anatomical or functional correspondence 
between two or more images. The images are acquired of the same object at different times, 
from different perspectives and/or by multiple image modalities. The problem is to geometri­
cally align two images by deforming one image to closely match the other reference image so 
that the pair can be fused, compared or analysed. Image registration has a vital role in many 
medical applications, such as monitoring disease progression or structural changes [213, 214] 
via multi-temporal image registration, atlas-based image segmentation [215, 216, 217], multi­
modal image fusion by registering images from different modalities, and motion analysis [218] 
and correction [219] through measuring the dynamic of stack images acquired across time.
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Many reviews of image registration approaches have been published [220, 221, 222, 223]. 
These approaches include the following components: 1) Transformation model: it speci­
fies a geometric transformation between the images. Several types of transformation can be 
used such as rigid, affine, projective, and deformable transformations; 2) Similarity metric: it 
measures the similarity between the target and reference images and can be categorised into 
features-based and intensity-based measurements; 3) Optimisation method: it is usually an iter­
ative method that finds the maximum (or minimum) similarity (or dissimilarity). Let Ir denote 
the reference image and It the target image. The aim of registration is to find the geometric 
transformation parameters T(-) that maximise the similarity measures D(-) between the two 
images:
T*(-) =  argmaxT>(Ir,T(I t))- (2.13)
T (-)
Transformation models are classified as rigid and nonrigid models. The rigid model uses an 
explicit regularisation to restrict the degrees of freedom in the transformation. The simplest 
rigid transformation only involves rotation and translation. Affine transformation has addi­
tional scaling and shearing parameters to the rigid transformation. Projection transformation is 
a more general transformation that preserves collinearity and addresses the situation when the 
image plane is different from the object plane, which can be used to achieve 2D-3D registra­
tion [224]. More complex objects can be handled with non-rigid transformation such as soft 
tissue deformation [225]. Non-rigid transformation allows more degrees of freedom and local 
deformation, whilst keeping a large number of controlling parameters, which can be modelled 
parametrically and nonparametrically. Parametric transformation is deforming the model us­
ing a combination of basis functions. The model is derived using function interpolation and 
approximation theory. Splines and Radial basis functions are widely used as basis functions. 
Free-Form deformation [226] is another form of non-rigid modelling in which the image to be 
deformed is enclosed within meshes of control points. B-spline is often used as an interpolation 
function between control points to produce smooth and continuous transformation.
Nonparametric models provide a great flexibility in the transformation and can be used to 
model nonlinear soft tissue deformations. However, these models are often computationally 
expensive. Nonparametric models are based on physical models such as elasticity, fluid flow, 
aid optical flow. Elastic models manipulate the deformation process as a stretching of an elastic 
medium using two forces, internal and external, until the forces reach equilibrium. However, 
an elasticity assumption is only applicable to small deformations. The fluid flow model allows
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large and highly localised deformations. The viscous fluid model [227] uses a velocity field 
to describe pixel motion rather than the displacement field as in the elastic model to allow the 
restoring forces to relax over time. Christensen et al. [228] proposed a hierarchial sequence 
of transformations using affine, linear elasticity and a fluid flow algorithm respectively that 
evolves velocity fields over time. Later authors in [229] proposed a faster version. Thirion 
[230] modelled the registration process by using a diffusing model and incorporated the opti­
cal flow concept of intensity conservation between images to a nonrigid matching algorithm. 
Nevertheless, the algorithm may not maintain the topology. Fluid and elastic model can be 
formulated as partial differential equation (PDE) problems [222].
Similarity measures can be categorised as features-based and intensity-based. Feature-based 
registration approaches include manually or automatically extracting a set of features, e.g., 
points, lines, or surfaces from the reference and target images, in order to minimise the dis­
parity between the corresponding features, and therefore the registration problem is moved to 
the geometrical domain rather than the intensity domain. For point-based registration, if the 
correspondence between features is known beforehand, the substantial purpose of the registra­
tion is to find a transformation that aligns these points. Points can be detected by automatic 
segmentation or they can be interactively based on anatomical landmarks that are discernible 
in both registered images, e.g., papillary muscles and the inferior junction of the right ven­
tricle in the heart are highlighted to accomplish Echo-PET registration [231]. Alternatively, a 
marker attached to the patient extrinsically can be used for more accurate registration. For rigid 
transformation, the alignment of two sets of corresponding points is achieved by minimising 
the square distance between the points by using a singular value decomposition [232]. If the 
correspondence between feature points is unknown, an iterative closest point algorithm [233] 
can be used. Features-based similarity measures can be used in both mono- and multi-modality 
registration, however the reliability of the registration is related to how accurate the extracted 
landmarks are.
Intensity-based registration is based on the relationship between image intensity values, in 
order to find a spatial transformation that maximises the similarity between registered images. 
The simplest similarity measure is defined as the sum of the square difference (or the sum of 
the absolute difference) of intensities in the two images. Other measures may use a correlation 
coefficient, assuming a linear relationship between images. However, these similarity measures 
are limited to mono-model registration. For multi-modal registration, the correlation ratio is
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proposed to measure the functional relationship between the two images. Information theory 
is another popular approach, e.g. mutual information, utilises the marginal and joint entropies 
of two images to measure the amount of shared information. Various optimisation methods 
[234, 235] can be used, such as gradient descent, quasi-Newton, LevenbergMarquardt and so 
on.
The registration of coronary artery images is to substantially reduce motion artifacts. One of 
the applications of the registration in X-ray angiography is digital image subtraction [236, 237, 
238, 239], which aims to improve the visibility of the coronary arterial tree and remove the 
background noise by aligning and subtracting both mask and live images. Moreover, image 
registration has been applied between 2D cross-sectional images, e.g., IVUS [240, 241,17, 16] 
to improve the longitudinal view by decreasing the catheter displacement as a result of the 
heart motion or the tortuosity of vessel. In [241], authors proposed a rigid registration method 
by changing the origin of the reference coordinates to the centre of mass of the image and then 
estimating the rotation amounts between the two images using spectral correlation analysis. In 
[17], a set of salient points on the vessel wall is detected using a neural network to compute 
an elliptical approximation of the vessel, then the rotational parameters are estimated between 
every two consecutive ellipses. Similarly, authors in [16] approximated the vessel as a circle 
and adapted a method of fast radial symmetry transformation to estimate the centre and radius 
of the vessel and then used a spectral correlation analysis to find the rotation between two 
subsequent IVUS images. In [240], a nonrigid transformation method using thin-plate spline 
is proposed to find the optimal matching between landmarks defined on a feature space of two 
IVUS images. The method detects the vessel by using an active contour applied on anisotropic 
diffused image to extract a set of landmarks on the vessel border, and then describes each 
landmark by contextual features based on a generalised correlograms. The method is also used 
as an image retrieval tool.
2.3.4.1 Multimodality Image Fusion
Image fusion is the integration of different image modalities acquired independently of the 
same object into a single display, allowing a more robust scheme in diagnosis, e.g., cardiovas­
cular diseases and risk assessment by collecting complementary information on the underlying 
anatomy and physiology to overcome the limitation of using single image modalities. Image 
fusion has been successfully applied in medical applications [242], usually by superimposing
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anatomical and functional modalities. For example, fusion of cardiac PET/CT or SPECT/CT 
[243, 244] takes the advantage of both modalities, in which high calcium scoring detected by 
CTA is associated with a higher likelihood of myocardial ischemia although there is normal 
perfusion in SPECT or PET, whilst the stress myocardial perfusion provides valuable hemody­
namic information about the physiological significance of coronary artery stenoses to enhance 
the detection sensitivity and specificity of using the standalone CTA. Moreover, new hybrid 
scanners have been introduced to obtain the images from multimodality in a single setting and 
produce an attenuation correction of myocardial perfusion images in PET/CT or SPECT/CT 
Modelling.
To analyse the coronary arterial disease, several extensive works have been proposed to fuse X- 
ray angiography/IVUS [245, 246, 247, 19, 248, 249, 250] and X-ray angiography/OCT [251, 
252]. Most of these works follow similar steps: 1) segmenting IVUS (or OCT) images to 
obtain the borders of interest; 2) extracting the catheter trajectory from the angiography; 3) 
assigning IVUS (or OCT) images on the catheter path and calculating their axial rotation and 
orientation.
The extraction of the catheter path from a biplane angiography is done basically to estimate a 
3D path in similar ways as in 3D vessel reconstruction [246,248,19]. However, the assumption 
that the vessel centreline coincides with IVUS transducer tip as in [245] is not always satisfied. 
In [246, 248], a calibration of the transducer position is accomplished before taking the IVUS 
images. In [247], several X-ray images for the transducer path is captured through testing 
in vitro data. A semi-automated detection is adapted in many other works using a dynamic 
programming method [19] or a B-spline approximation [249]. Assigning the IVUS frames to 
the catheter path is based on utilising the physical properties of the motorised pullback which 
has a constant pullback speed [19, 249] or can be supervised manually [246, 247, 248]. The 
axial twist of IVUS frames is estimated for example by solving the best matching problem 
between IVUS luminal contour and the correspondence in angiography [246, 247, 248], or 
based on an approximation of Frenet-Serret formulas [245,19,249]. The final output is usually 
displayed as a 3D reconstructed IVUS stack fused on an angiographic vessel. Very recently, 
Wang et al. [250] proposed a co-registration method that synchronises the time between the 
IVUS and angiography without the need to do a 3D reconstruction. An interactive method is 
used to segment the vessel branch in angiography images, then the catheter tip and the IVUS 
transducer in the fluoroscopy images are learning based detected and tracked, and finally the
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mapping stage between the IVUS transducer and the vessel is carried out based on the geodesic 
distances. Other attempts to fuse IVUS/OCT [253, 254] and IVUS/CTA [255, 256, 257, 258] 
have been also introduced, most of which are based on the registration of the corresponding 
anatomical landmarks between the two different modalities.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the necessary background is presented in preparation for describing the pro­
posed methods in this thesis. The review was divided into two main sections. One was con­
cerned with the different image modalities, and the other with the possible image analysis 
techniques for coronary arteries. IVUS and OCT are seen as an essential complementary tool 
to assess the pathology of coronary arteries. Vessel segmentation is important not just for 
the detection of stenosis but also to allow a lot of further computational processing, e.g., wall 
shear stress computation. Vessel segmentation plays a vital role in many different medical 
image analysis applications such as tissue characterisation, vessel reconstruction, intra-model 
image registration, and multi-model image fusion.
Graph cut and deformable models are widely used techniques to perform segmentation. How­
ever, many deformable models depend on the user initialisation and may be prone to local 
minima. Moreover, weak edges or gaps that are commonly existed in medical images may 
cause the deformable models to evolve without converging properly. Graph cut is a discrete 
optimisation that performs global minimisation of the energy function. Each image pixel is 
represented by a node and the relationship between pixels is expressed by a set of edges, that 
give an advantage to impose geometric constraints and globally or locally adapt the graph for 
robust segmentation. In the following chapters, we propose graph cut based methods to seg­
ment IVUS and OCT images, that involves optimisation of the cost function, incorporation of 
shape prior, and the use of temporal constraints.
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3.1 Introduction
Both IVUS and OCT imaging are catheter-based technologies, which show two-dimensional 
cross-sectional images of the coronary structure. There are two types of borders of interest: 
the lumen-intima border, which corresponds to the inner arterial wall, and the media-adventitia 
border, which represents the outer coronary arterial wall. The appearance of both borders in 
IVUS or OCT images is affected by various forms of imaging artifacts, such as acoustic shadow 
caused by the catheter guide-wire, calcium in IVUS, or stents in OCT.
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Figure 3.1: (a) An original IVUS im age, (b) Polar transform ed im age, (c) A fter rem oving the 
catheter region (green curve shows the ground-truth o f m edia-adventitia border).
A m ong m any other techniques as review ed in C hapter 2, form ulating the IV U S and O CT 
segm entation as a com binatorial optim isation o f a cost function based on local im age features 
has been a popular approach. In [14], dynam ic program m ing is used to search a m inim um  path 
based on a cost function that incorporates edge inform ation with a sim plistic prior relying on 
assum ed echo pattern and border thickness. M anual initialisation is generally  necessary. In 
[13], the border detection is carried out on the envelope data before the scan conversion. The 
authors applied spatio-tem poral filters to highlight the lumen, based on the assum ption that 
the blood speckles have h igher spatial and tem poral variations than the arterial wall, followed 
by a graph-searching m ethod sim ilar to [14]. However, im age features introduced by acoustic 
shadow  or a m etallic stent would seriously underm ine the assum ption. C atheter m ovem ent can 
also cause spatial and tem poral fluctuations, which leads to am biguities. The s-t cut m ethod 
[8] is em ployed in [15] to segm ent 3D IV U S data. Vertical intensity pattern along the borders, 
R ayleigh distribution and Chan-Vese m inim um  variance criterion are used in designing the cost 
functions. These intensity-based features are susceptible to im age variations that com m only 
exist in IV U S, such as calcification and acoustic shadow.
One o f the lim itations o f the conventional G raph cut [29, 7] is its reliance on user interaction 
to infer the unary cost for each pixel, w hich can be tim e consum ing and im practical w ith a 
large im age size and/or a large num ber o f im ages. In addition, the definition o f sm oothness 
cost is m ainly derived from  edge features w hich becom es less useful in the blank region of 
the im age. Li et al. [8] proposed a terrain-like m ultiple surfaces segm entation m ethod by 
constructing  a w eighted directed graph that allows im posing som e geom etrical constraints to 
define the elasticity o f each surface and the inter-relation w ith other surfaces, and to search for 
the m inim um  closed, subgraph set containing the surface on its envelope by utilising the s-t cut
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method to minimise the cost function and without the need for user intervention. This method 
is well suited to IVUS/OCT segmentation, however dealing with image artifacts, defining the 
optimal cost function, and adapting the graph construction are the major challenges.
In this chapter, a bottom-up data-driven approach is presented to segment IVUS and OCT 
images. For IVUS segmentation, a double-interface graph cut segmentation is proposed to 
delineate the media-adventitia border, in order to achieve reliable results automatically. The 
impediments, such as stents or fibrotic and calcium plaque, appear inside the media-adventitia 
border, and the acoustic signal decays rapidly in the adventitia so that there are largely no 
strong features beyond the media-adventitia border. This observation inspired us to apply an 
additional interface searching inside the media-adventitia border which links those undesired 
image features, including partial lumen border, and hence preserves the border of interest. A 
combination of complementary texture features is used to form the basis of the boundary-based 
cost functions. For OCT segmentation, a single-interface graph cut segmentation is proposed 
to delineate the lumen border. Moreover, a novel image feature is incorporated into the cost 
function, instead of merely using image intensity or the local gradient magnitude. The image 
feature is derived from the gradient vector interaction across the image domain and possesses 
the characteristics of regional features.
3.2 Preprocessing
The preprocessing serves to transform images from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates 
and to remove the catheter region from the transformed images. Representing the images in 
polar coordinates is important to facilitate feature extraction in terms of radial and tangential 
characteristics. It also facilitates the automated graph cut in searching for minimum closed 
sets, where an open-ended height field is preferred. Moreover, the post-processing can then 
be carried out more efficiently since it becomes a one-dimensional interpolation instead of 
two-dimensional.
The catheter generates a blank region which contains no information and is surrounded by a 
ring-down artifact which may hamper the search process for finding the minimum cost path for 
the desired border. The ring-down artifact is located in the first rows of the transformed image, 
and it is approximately a constant. Therefore, a simple thresholding method is used to remove 
that region as shown in Figure 3.1c.
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3.3 Feature Extraction
In IVUS imaging, the media layer consists largely of homogeneous smooth muscle, which 
exhibits as a dark layer in ultrasound images, and the adventitia layer tends to be brighter, see 
Figure 3.1 as an example. Hence, edge-based features are appropriate to extract the media- 
adventitia border. In OCT imaging, the lumen appears to be much darker because blood is 
flushed out before imaging. The intima and other tissues, including plaque, surrounding the 
lumen have a bright appearance. Hence, the lumen-intima border has a good contrast, i.e., 
image gradient features may be adopted to highlight the border. However, a guide-wire artifact 
and other interfering image features commonly exist inside the artery and they cast shadows 
over the border of interest, disrupting its continuity. Those imaging artifacts generally have 
large responses to image gradient based feature extraction.
3.3.1 Steerable filter
A steerable filter is a linear combination of differently oriented instances of the base filter. A 
set of n order derivatives of Gaussian (GD) filters G„(x,y) in different orientations can be used 
to highlight the edge features along the border. The steerable filters can be defined as a linear 
combination of a set of derivatives of Gaussian [72]:
m
G % (x ,y )= Y ,kj (d )Gn(x,y),  (3.1)
j= i
where G%(x,y) is the rotated version of G„(x,y) at 6 orientation and kj(6), 1 < j  < M  are 
interpolation functions.
Steering derivatives in the direction of the gradient make them invariant to rotation. These 
steerable filters are more effective in highlighting oriented structure, e.g., edges, than isotropic 
band-pass filters, particularly when there is noise interference [72].
3.3.2 Log Gabor filter
The Gabor filter acts as a bandpass filter that has been used in texture analysis to exploit its 
similarity with the human visual system [259,260] and performs multi-channel, frequency and 
orientation analysis on the visual image. Gabor filter can achieve optimal joint localisation in 
the spatial and frequency domains. The Gabor filters have two components: a real part and 
an imaginary part, where the Gabor function is a multiplication of a Gaussian function and a
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complex sinusoid function in the spatial domain, corresponding to a Gaussian shift from the 
centre of frequency in the Fourier domain. Here, the Log-Gabor filter [261] is used in different 
scales to enhance the border and to reduce speckles and other image artifacts. The Log-Gabor 
function, LG(f),  has a frequency response defined as a symmetric Gaussian on a log frequency 
axis:
( Vos i f / fo )]2 N 
( / ) p{  2 [ M < 7 / / o ) ] 2 ) ’
where /o is the centre frequency of the filter, and a  is the filter bandwidth. The Log-Gabor 
function has no DC component for any bandwidth filter compared to the Gabor function.
3.3.3 Local phase
Local phase features have been shown to be an effective alternative to intensity derived features 
to deal with inhomogeneity, low image quality, and imaging shadow which are common in 
IVUS and OCT images. For example, in [262] local phase features were used to highlight 
acoustic boundaries in echocardiographic images.
Local phase features are considered as extrema in Fourier phase components, which can be 
located as peaks in the local energy function obtained by convolving odd and even symmetric 
Log Gabor filters, (om(x,y), em(x,y)), to remove the DC component and preserve the phase in 
a localised frequency. Two types of features can be extracted from phase congruency: feature 
asymmetry and feature symmetry. Feature symmetry favours bar-like image patterns and exists 
in the frequency components at either the minimum or maximum symmetric points in their 
cycles, which is useful in extracting the thin media layer in IVUS. Its dark polarity symmetry 
is used here [263]:
M x ’y) =  T ----------- L.A*(x,y)  +  e------------’ (33)
where 0 and m denote filter orientation and scale, £ is a small constant, Tm is an orientation- 
dependent noise threshold, Am(x,y) = y j (jc,y) +  oj,(jc,y) and [.J denotes zeroing negative 
values. In contrast, feature asymmetry highlights step-like image patterns and corresponds to 
the point where all the frequency components are at the most asymmetric points in their cycles. 
It can be defined as:
M x , y )  =  max ~  |e- f ’y)l1 ~  ^  . (3.4)
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Phase asymmetry is useful to highlight the lumen border in OCT, where edge features can be 
seen from darker lumen layer to brighter intima layer.
3.3.4 Circulation density features
In graph cut, the cost function can be generally categorised as edge based and region based. 
Edge-based cost functions assume that the object boundary is largely collocated with image 
intensity discontinuity, and typically use derivatives of the image intensity function as a local 
estimation of likelihood of an object boundary. Region-based ones are usually non-edge based, 
e.g., piecewise constant assumption. Quite often, image intensity values are directly used in 
general image segmentation. Although graph cut algorithms provide global optimality in two- 
level segmentation, a reliable but also generic image feature that does not assume strong image 
prior is desirable for general segmentation that is useful for, for instance, object recognition.
We consider intensity discontinuity is perhaps the least constrained and most widely applica­
ble object boundary estimation. Its performance can be easily compromised by image noise, 
smooth varying intensity at object boundary, and so on. These shortcomings are essentially 
because it is a local measurement and it does not take into account interactions among image 
gradient vectors. As an example, a region with relatively a large image gradient magnitude by 
varying gradient directions suggests that it is unlikely a location of object boundary, despite 
their large magnitude. On the contrary, weak gradient vectors that are aligned with each other 
suggest a greater likelihood of object boundary than what the magnitude itself suggests.
Hence, we present a gradient vector field that is a result of global interactions among original 
image gradient vectors, in which its circulation density can be used as a reliable image feature 
for graph cut. The zero-crossings of this circulation density provide a better indication of the 
location of object boundary, and the magnitude of oscillation at zero-crossings indicates the 
strength of object boundary presence. The signs (positive and negative) of circulation density 
actually indicate the foreground and background. The derived gradient vector can also be 
diffused to produce a more coherent circulation density. The image feature is directly derived 
from edge-based assumption, but closely resembles region-based methods.
Let V,7 =  f l x and V,7 =  f l y denote the two components of the image gradient V/ in the image 
coordinates { i j ) ,  respectively, i.e., V/ =  (Vt7,V;7)r  where /  is the edge map (magnitude). 
A convolution computation is carried out on both components with the kernel k(x) =  m(x).
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Moreover, the magnitude function m is chosen as an inverse of distance from the origin, i.e.,
where Rxs is the distance between x and s, and G =  (G,-, Gj)  denotes the resultant gradient 
convolution field. Due to the smoothing effect when applying the kernel function, the original 
image gradient vectors have extended their influence from the immediate vicinity of edge pixels 
to a much larger neighbourhood. In fact, the computation in (3.5) is across the whole image 
domain.
The circulation density of this extended gradient vector field is then computed as:
where V- is the divergence operator, and Vx is the curl operator. This circulation density has 
an intrinsic link to the magnetic field used in the MAC model [168] in a variational framework. 
Specifically, when £ =  1, B is equivalent to the third and the only effective component of the 
magnetic field in the MAC model. Hence, the positive and negative values of this circulation 
density indicate foreground/background or background/foreground. The zero crossings of the 
vector circulation density would indicate the location of object boundaries. Obviously, this 
proposed circulation density method is a generalisation of the effective component used in 
MAC. Moreover, we can refine the computation of this vector circulation density by performing 
efficient Laplacian diffusion in the extended gradient vector field to overcome, for instance, 
noise interference.
Note that the gradient vector field is actually along the edge direction so substantial diffusion 
in the components can result in significantly improved boundary description. There are various 
diffusion strategies for this smoothing task. For implementation convenience and less parame­
ter intervention, an isotropic/Laplacian diffusion scheme is used here, which is carried out by 
solving the following Euler equations:
m(r) — 1 /r*». Thus, the result of this convolution process can be expressed as:
(3.5)
B = V • G(x) =  V • (G,-, Gj) = V x ( - G j , G i ) , (3.6)
f  a,-(M) =  p{Gi)V2Si{t,x) -  ?(G,)(ft(M) -  Gi), 
t,x) =  P{GjW2QAM ) - q(Gj)(gj(t,x) -  Gj)
( 3 .7 )
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where V2 is the Laplacian operator, Qi{0,x) =  G,-(x), Qj(0,x)  =  Gj(x) ,  and p(y)  and q(y) 
are weighting functions allowing very little smoothing at strong edges and varying smoothing 
elsewhere. It is given as:
p(y) = exp(-\y\ f /K),q(y)  = 1 -p ( y ) ,  (3.8)
where f  = |V/| and K  is a constant. The first term on the right side of equation 3.7 is the 
smoothness term which creates a smoothly varying vector field, while the second term is the 
data term that encourages the vector field Q to be closed to the gradient of edge map in G.
3.4 Single and Double Interface Segmentation
Briefly, a node-weighed directed graph is constructed so that the border extraction is consid­
ered as computing a minimum closed set. The search for this minimum closed set is solved 
by computing a minimum s-t cut in a derived arc-weighted directed graph. For the double­
interface segmentation, an additional set of arcs is constructed, taking into account the topo­
logical interrelation between the two interfaces. The associated cost functions for each image 
modalities are defined based on extracted image features. Finally, the desired border, located 
on the envelope of the minimum closed graph, is smoothed using radial basis function (RBF) 
interpolation.
3.4.1 Graph construction
Conventional graph cut, such as [7], generally requires user initialisation, and more impor­
tantly only deals with one interface, i.e., foreground and background separation. Alternative 
methods, such as active contour and level set techniques, e.g., [264], can track multiple inter­
faces. However, they often require user initialisation and do not guarantee a global minimum. 
Furthermore, since one of the interfaces is attracted by image features, such as calcification, 
which varies from image to image, it does not have consistent shape characteristics. Hence, a 
deformable model with multiple interfaces, such as [265], may not be suitable.
In [8], the authors proposed a novel graph construction method, which transforms the surface 
segmentation in 3D into computing a minimum closed set in a directed graph. We adapt this 
method to a 2D segmentation, which can carry out double-interface segmentation simultane­
ously in low order polynomial time complexity and does not require user initialisation. This
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Figure 3.2: Graph construction, (a) intra-colum n and inter-colum n arcs when Apq = 1 .  (b) 
inter-interface constraints when <5,m„ =  1 and 8max =  3.
approach also allows us to im pose topological constraint, i.e., the tw o interfaces in our case 
can not intersect or overlap and the m edia-adventitia border is the outer interface (or lower 
interface when the IVUS image is transform ed to polar coordinates).
For each desired interface, construct a graph G — (V.E),  w here each node V(jc,y), 0 <  x  < X  
and 0 <  y  <  F, corresponds to a pixel in 2D im age I (x,y)  with size X  x  Y. The graph G consists 
o f two arc types: intra-colum n arcs and inter-colum n arcs see Figure 3.2. For intra-colum n, 
along each colum n, every node V(x,y)  w here y  >  0 has a directed arc with +oo w eight to 
the node V(jc,y — 1). In the case o f inter-colum n, for each node V(jc,y) a directed arc with 
Too w eight is established to link with node V (jc+  1 , / ) ,  where /  =  y — Ap_q, and y  > Apq. 
Sim ilarly, node V (jc+  1 ,y) is connected to V(x.y' ) ,  where Ap q controls the m axim um  distance 
allow ed to change betw een two neighbouring colum ns p .q  in the y-coordinate o f the interface 
\ y ~ y \  <SSp.q-
Since the vessel has a cylindrical-like shape, the first and last colum ns in the polar transform ed 
im ages are closely connected. Thus, inter-colum n arcs are added betw een them  in w hich each 
node V(O.y) (and also V( X — 1 ,y )) is connected to V( X  — l .y ')  (and V’(O.y') respectively). The 
nodes in the last row o f the graph are connected to each other with +oo w eight to m aintain a 
closed graph.
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For double-interface segmentation and after constructing the graph for each of the two in­
terfaces to simultaneously segment them, taking into account interrelations between them is 
necessary and this is achieved by setting up another set of arcs to connect them as shown in Fig 
3.2b. Geometrical and topological constraints can be imposed by setting minimum 8min and 
maximum separation distances. The two interfaces thus will not intersect or overlap. This 
set of arcs, Ss, is defined as:
S s = <
{Vi (x,y) , V2(x,y -  8max) \y > 8 ^ }  (J
{V2 (x, y) , Vi (x, y +  8min) \ y < Y -  8min }(J (3 -9)
W O ,$«■»), V2(0,(>)}
This graph construction requires the desired interfaces to be open-ended height fields, which 
in this case means that this will be carried out in polar coordinates.
3.4.2 Cost function
The cost function is defined on the image domain, in which it is inversely proportional with the 
likelihood of each pixel belonging to the desired border. The cost function can be expressed as 
E = LvesC(x,y), where C denotes the normalised cost function (C(x,y) 6 [0,1]) and 5 is a path 
in the directed graph. The formulation of the pre-normalisation cost function, C, is determined 
as presented below.
3.4.2.1 IVUS
Due to large variations in image features and the correlation between edge information and 
media-adventitia border, boundary-based cost functions are used. The cost function indicates 
the likelihood of each node in the graph belonging to the minimum cost path that represents the 
desired interface. Two separate cost functions are used to capture the media-adventitia border 
and an auxiliary interface that is above the media-adventitia, since these two interfaces have 
different characteristics in image feature and formation.
For the media-adventitia border, three types of features described in Sect. 3.3 are used. It takes 
the following form:
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Ci{x,y) = Cd(x,y) + aiCG(x,y) + (X2 (l-<l>s(x,y)), (3.10)
where Q  denotes the term for derivative of Gaussian features, Cg is for log-Gabor, and a\ 
and «2 are constants. The derivatives of Gaussian responses from six different orientations 
are summed together to form Q . Similarly, Cg can be obtained by cascading the filtering 
responses across scales. In addition, more weight can be assigned to coarser scale features 
so that it presents the connectivity of the media-adventitia border at the existence of acoustic 
shadow, e.g., Cg = G^> +  G ^  -I- 1.5G^5^  as used here and G^ > denotes ith scale. Feature 
symmetry (j>s is useful in enhancing the thin layer of media. It is normalised beforehand, and 
since the middle of the layer has larger values 1 — is used in the cost function so that the 
interface between media and adventitia is highlighted. Note that each of the term in the cost 
function is normalised.
For the auxiliary interface that is above media-adventitia, we use a combination of the log- 
Gabor feature and feature asymmetry:
Ci(x,y) = C G(x,y) + a3(\-( j)a{x,y)), (3.11)
where a3 is a constant. Since the derivative of Gaussian filter has a relatively stronger response 
to local intensity variation, it is not included in this cost function. The combination of those two 
types of features leads the cost function to favour linking globally dominant image features, 
which very often is distractive for media-adventitia border segmentation.
3.4.2.2 OCT
The zero-crossings of the circulation density feature computed from gradient vector interaction 
indicate the location of the object boundary. The degree of circulation density oscillation at the 
zero-crossing suggests the strength of the object boundary. A direct assignment of circulation 
density to the graph as a nodal cost would be inappropriate, since the minimum or maximum 
of the circulation density is not an indication of either location or strength of the object bound­
ary. However, a simple transformation, for instance computing its gradient magnitude, can be 
applied. Since the decay of circulation density from the object boundary is exponential, a log 
transformation can be added in order to avoid extreme values to be assigned to the graph, i.e. 
C= -log \VB\ .
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3.4.3 Compute the minimum closed set
Each graph node is weighted by a value w(x,y) representing its rank to be selected in the 
minimum closed set graph where the arc costs between graph nodes are infinitive. The weight 
assignment is carried out according to:
i  -i / c { x 'y  ^ i f y = 0 ’w(x,y) =  { (3.12)
C(x,y) — C(x,y — 1) otherwise.
where C denotes any cost function. For a feasible path <5 in the graph, the subset of nodes 
on or below <S form a closed set and it can be shown that the cost of the s-t cut in the graph 
is equivalent to the cost of nodes in the corresponding subset differ by a constant [8]. Hence, 
segmenting the border of interest is equivalent to finding the minimum closed set in the directed 
graph. The s-t cut algorithm proposed by Boykov and Kolmogorov [114] is used to find the 
minimum closed set, based on the fact that the weight can be used as the base for dividing the 
nodes into nonnegative and negative sets. The source s is connected to each negative node and 
every nonnegative node is connected to the sink t, both through a directed arc that carries the 
absolute value of the cost node itself. The optimal interfaces correspond to the upper envelope 
of each minimum closed set graph as shown in Figure 3.3. Since the graph has 0(kn) nodes and 
0{km) edges, where k is an integer constant that represents the number of interfaces 1 ^  k ^  2, 
the minimum closed set can be computed in T(kn,km) time that depends on the choice of the 
s-t cut algorithm as discussed in Chapter 2.
3.4.4 Post-processing
The smoothing parameter in graph construction prevents sudden drastic changes in the ex­
tracted interfaces. However, the segmented interface may still contain local oscillations. Smooth­
ing based post-processing can be adopted to eliminate such oscillations. Here, RBF interpola­
tion using a thin plate base function is used to effectively obtain the final interface. Note, due to 
that fact that the images have been transformed into polar coordinates, the RBF processing only 
needs to be carried out in ID. Figure 3.3c shows the media-adventitia border after applying the 
RBF smoothness.
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Figure 3.3: The m inim um  closed set graph highlighted by red colour for, (a) the auxiliary 
interface, and (b) the m edia-adventitia border, (c) The m edia-adventitia border after the RBF 
sm oothness.
3.5 Results: IVUS
The IVUS im ages are acquired using a 40 M H z transducer Boston Scientific ultrasound m a­
chine with A tlantis SR Pro Catheter. These im ages contain various form s o f soft and fibrous 
plaque, calcification, stents, and acoustic shadow. In m ost o f the im ages, the blood speckle is so 
prom inent that the lumen border is very difficult to see. For all the tested im ages, ground-truth 
via manual labelling is available for quantitative analysis. The ground-truth was prepared at 
the beginning time o f the project and validated by two clinical consultants. All the param eters 
are fixed: the m inim um  and m axim um  distance betw een tw o interfaces, 8mm and 8max, are set 
to be 5 and 140 respectively, and cost function w eightings are set as OC\ = 0 .7 , OLj — 0.5, and 
ct3 =  0.5.
Single interface segmentation
A single graph is constructed w here the value o f Ap,q is set as a global constant for each pair 
o f neighbouring colum ns p ,q  to  act as a hard constraint that prevents drastic changes in the 
border shape. Figure 3.4 shows the effect o f the hard geom etric constraints Ap,q to produce
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Figure 3.4: The effect o f Ap q constraints on single interface segm entation. These hard con ­
straints globally set to 10, 5, and 1 pixel distance shown in a, b and c rows respectively.
m ore reasonable results. The cost function is based on the three types o f features as defined 
in equation (3.10). Calcification, stents or any highly bright patterns in fibrous tissue have 
strong edge features com pared to the surrounding regions and that is the main reason o f the 
jum bled  result o f single interface segm entation to highlight the m edia-adventitia border, as 
shown in Figure 3.5 (c) and Figure 3.6 (b). However, the single interface segm entation can 
w ork properly in ideal im ages w hen the artefact that distorted the IVUS im age is less as shown 
in the first row o f F igure 3.7.
Double interface segmentation
The proposed m ethod was com pared against the s-t cut [7] and single-interface segm entation 
w ith the cost function in equation (3.10). The cost function for the m edia-adventitia was kept 
the sam e. The s-t cut m ethod requires m anual initialisation, and its result is highly in itiali­
sation dependent. F igure 3.5 (a)-(b) shows a typical result achieved using s-t cut. Even with 
reasonable care in initialisation, the result was not satisfactory. The single-interface segm en­
tation gives a partial m edia-adventitia border, as shown in row (c). However, its perform ance 
degraded w hen there w ere interfering im age structures. The proposed double-in terface m ethod 
achieved better results even w ithout any user interaction, as seen in row (d). M ore com para-
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Table 3.1: Com parison betw een s-t cut, single-interface and double-interface segm entation 
results. AD: area difference in percentage; AM D: absolute mean difference in pixel com pared 
to ground-truth.
s-t cut Single interface D ouble-interface
AD AM D AD AM D AD A M D





Figure 3.5: (a): initialisation for s-t cut, and its result shown in (b); (c): result by single 
interface segm entation; (d): proposed double-interface method.
tive results are given in Figure 3.6, w hich shows typical perform ance for each m ethod. Table
3.1 provides the quantitative com parison betw een the s-t cut, the single-interface approach and 
the proposed m ethod and was carried out on a random ly selected subset o f 95 im ages, since 
m anual initialisation is too labour intensive. The proposed m ethod achieved better accuracy 
and consistency. A qualitative com parison betw een m anual labelling o f the m edia-adventitia 
border and the proposed m ethod is shown in Figure 3.7.
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(b)
(c)
Figure 3.6: Com parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) s-t 
graph cut result, (b) Single-interface result, (c) D ouble-interface result.
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(a) (b) (c)
F igure 3.7: (a) G round-truth. (b) S ingle-interface, (c) D ouble-interface.
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Table 3.2: Quantitative results with 2283 images for star graph cut [1] and the proposed 
method. AMD: Absolute Mean Difference(pixel); HD: Hausdorff Distance(pixel); AO: Area 
Overlap(%); Sens.: Sensitivity(%); Spec.: Specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Star Graph cut [1] 5.85 22.11 91.27 96.52 98.07
Proposed method 4.94 19.09 92.51 96.03 98.85
3.6 Results: OCT
In our study, for validating the performance of the proposed method in the vessel lumen border 
detection, ten OCT in vivo scans of the human artery were acquired with a Frequency Do­
main OCT Imaging System (C7-XR, LightLab). Among these images used, there are various 
forms of fibrous plaque, calcification, stents, and bifurcation which are created from the ac­
quisition process. To establish the groundtruth, the ten pullbacks, i.e., 2283 images in total, 
are manually labelled to identify the lumen area. By contrast, four recently developed meth­
ods are employed to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method. These include the 
star graph cut [1], VFC [3], the modified Chan-Vese model [156, 2] and DRLSE [4]. Among 
these methods, Zhang et al. [2] proposed a region-based signed pressure force that combines 
Chan-Vese model and geodesic active contour model and utilises a Gaussian filter to avoid 
re-initialisation of the signed distance function of the generated level set; DRLSE is a typical 
edge-based method without the need for level set reinitialisation using a distance regularisation 
term; VFC is a derived active contour model with a proposed vector field convolution as a new 
external force; and the star graph cut incorporates a star shape prior into the graph cut formu­
lation. In terms of graph-based technique and shape prior integration, the proposed method is 
most similar to the star graph cut in principle. The proposed method is compared to the star 
graph cut quantitatively and qualitatively with the full acquired data of 2283 images. For other 
methods used in comparison, they are all initialisation-dependency and thus we need to choose 
an appropriate iteration number for best results apart from a careful choice of an initialisation. 
With these considerations, we randomly select 226 images from the total 2283 images to show 
their performance dealing with the OCT segmentation.
In Figure 3.8, a set of six OCT images show the performance of both the star graph cut [1] and 
the proposed method. The results for the star graph cut and the proposed method are illustrated 
in Columns (c) and (d) respectively, while the original images and their ground-truth are listed
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Figure 3.8: C om parison w ith star graph cut. (a) O riginal im age, (b) G round-truth. (c) S tar 
graph cut. (d) Proposed M ethod.
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in Columns (a) and (b). It is obviously shown that most of the cases in the star graph cut 
are over-segmented due to the use of “balloon” force. But, the proposed method generally 
performs quite well although the interference of various artifacts exists. However, the proposed 
method is still affected in some situations due to the adversities in the OCT modality. Several 
examples with inferior performance are presented in Figure 3.9. In Row 1, the results show 
that the serious bifurcation leads to the poor performance of the proposed method. In addition, 
the residual blood (shown in Row 2) and guide-wire artefact also cause the undermining in the 
border delineation as shown in Rows 3 and 4. Star graph cut performs better than the proposed 
method in some of these cases.
In order to comprehensively examine the performance of the proposed method, we use five 
performance metrics to quantitatively measure the accuracy of the segmentation on all im­
ages. These metrics include Absolute Mean Difference (AMD), Hausdorff Distance (HD), 
Area Overlap (AO), Sensitivity, and Specificity, which are defined as:
1 N
AMD = — ^  |yAr(0 —3,c?7'(0l»
iV i=i
HD  =  max { max [dis(a, &)]}, 
atyAT beycr
AO = TP (3.13)
Sens. =
TP + FN + F P ’ 
TP
TP + F N ’
TN
Spec- =  t n T f p ’
where N  is the number of border points, yAT is the automatic border, ycr  is the groundtruth 
border, dis(a,b) is the Euclidean distance between a and b sets of points of the borders 
and ycT , TP is true positive area of the vessel, FN  denotes false negative, FP  denotes false 
positive, and PA is true negative. Note, the area that is within the vessel border is the positive 
area; outside is negative. The quantitative results are presented in Table 3.2. The proposed 
method is superior to the star graph cut in all metrics except for Sensitivity. It is understandable 
that the sensitivity of the star graph cut is a little bigger than ours because the star graph cut 
performs usually over-segmented.
To exhibit the superior performance of the proposed method over the deformable methods 
in capturing the lumen area of OCT images, Table 3.3 shows the quantitative results of three
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Cases with the inferior perform ance o f the proposed m ethod, (a) O riginal image, 
(b) G round-truth. (c) S tar graph cut. (d) Proposed method.
Table 3.3: Q uantitative results with 226 im ages for the m ethods in [2], [3] and [4]. AM D: 
absolute m ean difference(pixel); HD: H ausdorff distance(pixel); AO: area overlap(% ); Sens.: 
sensitivity(% ); Spec.: specificity(% ).
AM D HD AO Sens. Spec.
Im proved Chan-Vese [2] 39.99 95.77 38.67 38.78 99.86
VFC [3] 14.34 50.03 80.05 85.65 97.67
DRLSE [4] 28.44 62.75 68.02 94.72 86.57
Star G raph cut [ 1 ] 5.45 19.89 91.68 96.77 98.14
Proposed 4.61 17.08 92.75 96.37 98.83
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edge/region based methods along with the star graph cut and our method applied to 226 images. 
Due to being without the help of shape prior, the overall performance of these methods is very 
poor. In contrast, the proposed method outperforms these techniques significantly. In fact, the 
Chan-Vese method usually takes the advantage over the edge-based method because the region 
information can be extracted appropriately. However, it is incapable of dealing with the OCT 
segmentation where the induced artefact is very serious so that its AMD even reaches 39.99 and 
the AO is merely 38.67%. Among these methods, VFC performs reasonable in terms of the use 
of the vector field feature, whilst DRLSE cannot detect the lumen properly. In Figure 3.10, four 
examples are presented to illustrate the relevant issues in these methods. In Column (c), due 
to the nature of the Chan-Vese method, the lumen area is always segmented as the background 
while the bright area is detected. So, the method in [2] is impotent to deal with the OCT 
image. In contrast, VFC can perform well in some cases but it meets great difficulties in the 
situation of serious artifacts such as the last three cases. A quite similar performance happens 
to the method of DRLSE. However, its overall performance is poorer than VFC because it 
is sensitive to weak edge. It is worth noting that DRLSE and VFC can work well when the 
artefact interference is acceptable such as the first case Figure 3.10.
3.7 Summary
Single and double-interface segmentation methods for OCT and IVUS images were presented. 
The segmentation problem is defined here as the delineation of the media-adventitia border in 
IVUS and lumen-intima border in OCT. Images unravelled to polar coordinates which facilitate 
the removing of the catheter ring-down artifact and converting the segmentation problem into 
finding the minimum closed set graph that implies the border of interest. Steerable Gaussian 
derivative, Gabor and local phase features are extracted from images that utilise image intensity 
and texture information to highlight the desired border at different orientations and scales. A 
new image feature is introduced that is derived from global interactions of gradient vectors 
across the whole image domain. Laplacian diffusion is employed to refine image feature so as 
to produce more coherent segmentation.
For IVUS segmentation, an automatic double-interface segmentation method is proposed, whose 
cost functions combine local and global image features and its geometric constraint is inte­
grated in graph construction. An auxiliary interface is simultaneously searched to prevent un­
desirable image features from interfering with the segmentation of the media-adventitia border.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.10: Results o f the traditional m ethods in OCT. C olum n (a): O riginal im age, Colum n
(b): G round-truth, Colum n (c): Im proved Chan-Vese, Colum n (d): D R LSE, C olum n (e): V FC 
and C olum n (f): Proposed
Q ualitative and quantitative com parison show ed superior perform ance o f the proposed m ethod 
to the traditional graph cut m ethod or single interface segm entation. For O CT segm entation, a 
single interface segm entation is proposed w ith a cost function defined at the zero-crossing of 
the circulation density o f the gradient convolution field. Experim ental results in O C T im ages 
dem onstrate prom ising perform ances in com parison w ith the star graph cut m ethod. It is also 
evident that the proposed m ethod takes great advantages against the traditional edge/region- 
based deform able m ethods. However, the proposed m ethod here needs a further im provem ent 
to reduce the artifact interferences.
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4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, IVUS imaging is segmented by a bottom-up approach in which an auxiliary bor­
der is used to tackle the distractions caused by stents and calcification and with the assumption 
the real media-adventitia border is beneath the auxiliary border in a simultaneous segmenta­
tion. The behaviour of the auxiliary border can be hard to predict, particularly when there is 
no such distractions.
In an attempt to overcome the shortcomings of imaging features, anatomical and imaging priors 
have been used to constrain the segmentation. Sonka et al. [14] requires the user to draw an el­
liptic shape to identify the region-of-interest (ROI) and uses parameterised prior knowledge on 
arterial wall thickness and double echo pattern in objective function to carry out segmentation. 
However, these hard constraints may not be valid in some cases, e.g., media thickness.
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Learning and using appropriate priors are hence important. One approach is to adopt user inter­
action and directly impose prior knowledge through initialisation and/or user adjustment, e.g., 
[14, 149, 22, 1]. An alternative is to generalise priors and impose them as constraints in order 
to achieve automated segmentation. Unal et al. [33] used signed distance transform to implic­
itly represent prior shapes and applied principal component analysis (PCA) to generalise the 
shape variation. Its automated initialisation of the media-adventitia border, however, is based 
on the maximum gradient information which is susceptible to imaging artifacts. In [15], short 
vertical image segments are collected along media-adventitia borders to score image segments 
in unseen images based on the frequency of occurrence. Those score values are then used as 
the basis for data term in a cost function minimised using graph cut. The distribution of im­
age segments however is not generalised, and its discrete form inevitably produces undesirable 
oscillations in score values.
Incorporating shape prior into graph-based segmentation attracted much attention in recent 
years, e.g., [266, 267, 268, 1]. In [266], a set of user-specified landmarks are used to define 
a shape template as a distance function and integrated with neighbouring edges in the graph 
to impose shape prior. Veksler [1] introduced a star shape prior to graph cut, also through 
user interaction. The user is required to specify the centre of ROI as the star point, and hence 
all boundary points of ROI lie on the radial spikes from the star point. Additional points, 
specifying foreground and background, are often necessary. A ballooning term is necessary 
to discourage the inherent bias in graph construction towards smaller size segmentation. De­
composition techniques, e.g., kernel PCA, have been used to generalise shape priors. In [267], 
graph cut is iteratively computed with the terminal edges updated according to PCA subspace 
projection of segmented shape from the previous iteration. However, user initialisation is gen­
erally necessary, as shown in [267], in order to impose shape constraint when computing the 
graph cut. In [268], non-parametric density estimation is used to generalise prior shapes. The 
terminal edges are iteratively updated according to the similarity between the current shape 
obtained through the graph cut and training shapes. Several graph cuts have to be computed 
before reaching the final result.
In this chapter, prior information is incorporated into the segmentation method to delineate 
anatomical borders in both IVUS and OCT without any user initialisation or interaction. The 
proposed prior model is not only to learn image artifacts in order to produce optimal cost 
function combination for image features but also to learn shape prior to impose global and local
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Figure 4.1: Exam ple IVUS and O C T im ages. First row: original im ages. Second row: polar 
transform ed im ages. Last row: segm ented m edia-adventitia border in IVUS and lum en border 
in O CT using the proposed m ethod (red); the groundtruth is shown in green. The bottom  of 
each segm ented im age visualises our colum n-w ise tissue and artifact classification results.
shape constraints. As in C hapter 3, the optim al surface graph construction m ethod is adopted 
(8] in order to avoid user initialisation. However, by using an optim ised cost function based on 
tissue classification, this initial segm entation is far m ore m eaningful. The graph construction 
is then adjusted to im pose local shape constraint, and a new shape prior term  is incorporated 
into the cost function to im pose a global constraint.
In order to autom atically  optim ise the feature selection for the cost function, a supervised 
colum n-w ise tissue classification is perform ed so that w eightings for different types o f features 
in the cost functions adapt to the tissue com positions in each individual colum n o f pixels. To 
perform  colum n classification, H aar-like features are extracted from each colum n in polar co ­
ordinates and classified in five categories for IV U S and three categories for O CT that represent 
different tissue properties using the Random  Forests (RF) classifier. To com pose the im age- 
based cost function, a num ber of feature extraction m ethods are used, including derivatives of 
G aussian and local phase, each o f w hich has a different sensitivity to different types o f tissues.
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The weighting of those features in the image-based cost function is based on RF classification. 
A node-weighted directed graph is constructed with intrinsic local shape constraint. An ini­
tial segmentation is then obtained by computing the minimum closed set. Based on the initial 
segmentation and shape prior, the directed graph is updated to impose a more effective shape 
constraint and the shape prior is also incorporated into the cost function. The final segmenta­
tion is obtained by finding the minimum closed set on the adapted node-weighted graph. Figure
4.1 shows an example of the results using the proposed classification-based cost function and 
shape prior model. Through qualitative and quantitative comparisons, the proposed approach is 
shown to achieve superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art segmentation methods.
4.2 Tissue and Artifact Classification
As aforementioned, IVUS and OCT contain various forms of imaging artifacts that disrupt 
the continuity of lumen and media-adventitia borders. Hence it is desirable to detect those 
regions and treat them differently. In IVUS, calcification causes strong acoustic shadow and 
stents exhibit strong bright echo. In OCT, a stent casts a shadow behind its metallic strut, 
and calcified plaque has heterogeneous bright tissue with strong borders. There are some re­
ported attempts to detect those artifacts and structures, such as calcification, metallic stent, and 
plaque, in both IVUS and OCT. In [269], the authors used intensity thresholding and contrast 
comparison to identify calcification in IVUS. Image gradient magnitude has also been used to 
detect calcification, e.g., [33]. In OCT, several works were proposed to detect a stent by using 
an intensity profile [192, 191], gradient information [150], and ridge detector [270]. An ac­
tive contour method was also used in [271] to find the location of calcification after automatic 
segmentation of the lumen and guide wire based on the edge map. However, these heuris­
tic driven approaches often rely on manually tuned parameters to make decisions. Machine 
learning methods have been recently applied to detect stents [272] and plaques [198]. Textural 
features, such as co-occurrence and local binary patterns, and geometrical features are used 
for supervised classification to localise those regions. To ensure satisfactory accuracy, these 
methods require a predetermined segmentation of the lumen and arterial borders, which itself 
is not a trivial task.
In this work, instead of the usual attempt of localising those image artifacts, which is prob­
lematic, we transform the images into polar coordinates, which is an intrinsic part of our graph 
construction, and classify the entire columns of pixels that may contain those imaging artifacts.
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The idea of classifying the columns in polar coordinates comes from the physical construction 
of catheterisation coronary imaging in which the probe transmits radial lines of signal at differ­
ent angles and receives its corresponding reflected echo, actually columns in the polar coordi­
nates are representing the response coming from different angles and contains rich information 
about the characterisation of the tissues. The detection result will then have an influence on 
the formulation of the cost function, i.e., dynamically selecting appropriate features for each 
column.
We classify individual columns of pixels in the polar coordinates into a number of categories. 
For IVUS, we use five categories, i.e., calcification, fibrotic plaque, stent, guide-wire artifact, 
and normal tissue or soft plaque, because of both their different feature appearance and their 
influence on the media-adventitia border. For OCT, since some features such as calcification 
are below the lumen border, we only need to separate the guide-wire artifact, stent, and plaque 
or normal tissue. Calcification behind the lumen wall creates weaker features in OCT, partly 
due to its much stronger signal attenuation. Hence, in the case of OCT lumen segmentation, 
we group normal tissue with soft, fibrotic and calcified plaque to form a single class. Figure
4.1 shows an example image of the classification result.
Among many others, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Adaptive Boosting are popular 
choices in supervised classification and have shown effective results on noisy images, e.g., 
ultrasound [273, 190, 272]. Some are more computationally expensive than others, e.g., prun­
ing may be needed to improve SVM efficiency in classification but it increases training time 
[274, 275, 276]. In this work, we train a Random Forests classifier [277] to perform the task. 
RF is an ensemble classifier consisting of a set of unpruned decision trees, each decision tree is 
trained on a randomised selection of a subset of data sampling. At each node in every decision 
tree of the RF, a subset of feature variables is randomly selected to be used to determine the 
best split of the tree based on the Gini index or information gain criteria, which significantly 
improves the generalisation ability of the classifier compared to a single decision tree, and 
compared to SVM, RF is generally much more efficient to train and classify.
It is possible to directly use intensity values from each column for classification, since the goal 
is not to localise imaging artifacts but to determine which columns may contain them. However, 
particularly for IVUS, the intensity profiles from individual columns may appear similar to 
each other for certain classes, e.g., stent and calcification. We thus extract both horizontal and 
vertical Haar-like features at multiple scales. The horizontal template is defined as [1,-2,1]
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Figure 4.2: Haar-like Features.
to take into account neighbouring columns, and two vertical templates are defined as [—1, l]r  
and [1, — 1, l]r  to highlight edges and bar-like features as shown in Figure 4.2. These Haar-like 
features are similar to those that have been used in, for instance, face recognition [183]. Haar- 
like features are computed as the difference between the black rectangles and white rectangles. 
Since we are not dealing with localisation, one-dimensional templates are sufficient, which 
ensures efficiency.
4.3 Cost Function Optimisation
In this work, we propose a dynamic cost function based on the classification result to overcome
i
l the obstacles of detecting boundaries in IVUS and OCT, in which each column polar coordi­
nates images is classified into a set of labels C each of which has distinct features. The cost 
function can be defined as a combination of costs cfi(x,y) that is defined based on label /:
Cb = { J  U  c/ / (*>?)> C4-1)
l e C ( x ,y)ePi
Where Vi is a set of columns in polar coordinates x,y  that classified as label I. The cost cfi(x,y)
could have various forms based on not only edge or region cost, but it can also be a specific
design cost to handle any obstacles.
Here, we adopt a boundary-based energy functional to form the basis of the classification-based 
cost function, which later is incorporated with shape prior. The boundary term in the energy 
function can be generically formulated as:
= £ < ? £ > ( * , y)> ( 4 -2 )
ves
where 5 is a path in the directed graph. The actual formulation of the pre-normalised bound­
ary cost Cb is determined by the result of RF classification, i.e., different tissue type requires
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different feature selection.
4.3.1 IVUS cost function
For normal tissue and soft plaque, the media layer has a good contrast to adventitia. Hence, c\ 
is defined as
cf\{x,y) = Gi(x,y),  (4.3)
where G\ is summation of filtering response of the first order Gaussian derivative (GD) from 
six different orientations. That is Gi measures total edge strength. The first order GD filters 
are designed so that the stronger the media-adventitia border the lower the filtering response.
Calcified plaque exhibits strong edge feature and casts varying degrees of acoustic shadow on 
media-adventitia border. We use normalised intensity I(x,y)  directly as feature, i.e.,
cf2(x,y)=t(x,y).  (4.4)
Which means that all the shadowing area underneath the calcified plaque has the same cost
values. The calcified regions are then penalised, and meanwhile the smoothness constraint in
graph construction and shape prior have much greater influence in determining the optimal 
location of the border.
Fibrous tissue exhibits similarly to calcification, except in majority cases the media layer is 
still discernible. Hence, combining the phase symmetry feature with the edge feature detection 
is appropriate to enhance the border, i.e.,
ch{x,y)  =  G\ (*,y) -  <M*,y), (4.5)
where Qs is the local phase symmetry feature. Note that Gi and (j)s are generally not collocated 
when detecting the media-adventitia border, i.e., focuses on the middle of the media layer 
which is slightly above the media-adventitia border. To address this discrepancy, we accu­
mulate the (f)s response in a short line segment immediately above the current pixel so that (j)s 
response is shifted downwards by a few pixels. We set the fine segment length to be 8 pixels in 
consideration of the $s parameter and the normal expectation of media layer thickness.
The presence of stents causes scattering of ultrasound signals, leading to very bright pixels. 
Hence, once a stent is detected by RF classifier, it is straightforward to localise the stent region 
which should not be part of the media or adventitia. The cost for the area above the stent
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is assigned a positive constant as the desired border is below the stent. Second order GD 
responses (G2) are used to assign cost value for the regions underneath the stent, and G2 is 
rotational invariant measurement of bar-like feature. The same feature transformation used for 
<j)s is applied to G2 due to the similar nature.
For the guide-wire artifact, there are also very bright pixels very close to the catheter, and it 
casts acoustic shadow or reverberation over its entire column. Hence, we do not extract any 
feature and a constant is used as their cost value.
4.3.2 OCT cost function
For OCT lumen segmentation, plaques in the artery pose little impact on the lumen border since 
they are not obstructing the lumen border. When there are no imaging artifacts, a good contrast 
along the lumen is achieved because the blood is flushed out before imaging. Hence, we can 
highlight the border based on intensity discontinuity. We use a combination of asymmetric 
local phase and the first order GD, both of which have good response to the lumen border. The 
cost function is thus defined as
cfi (*, y) = G\ (x, y) -  0* (x, y) , (4.6)
where (f)a is the local phase asymmetry feature. A stent is implanted between the lumen and 
intima. Optical shadow caused by stent in OCT is narrow and generally behind the lumen 
border, see Figure 4.1. The guide-wire artifact in OCT is similar to the stent and has a bright 
echo usually near the catheter, casting large shadows. Hence, it is treated in the same way, i.e., 
we assign a constant cost value to the entire columns that are detected as containing guide-wire 
artifacts. We rely on other constraints to estimate the lumen border at regions where no or very 
little imaging information is available for the border of interest.
4.4 Shape Prior Model
The proposed shape prior consisted of two terms; cost function and graph construction, the 
cost function is defined as a likelihood term of each node in the graph, which is based on the 
similarity between the initial shape (obtained by finding the minimum closed set of our basic 
graph) and prior shapes. Whilst, the graph construction is modified so that inter-column arcs 
change dynamically according to the prior. The energy term for shape prior can be expressed
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as:
Es=  £  CP{x,y)+ £  M S(p )~ S (q ) ) ,  (4.7)
(x ,j)G 5  ( p , q ) £ N
where Cp denotes the cost function associated to prior and f s is a convex function penalising 
abrupt changes in S between neighbouring columns p  and q in the set J\f of neighbouring 
columns in the graph.
4.4.1 Graph construction: shape prior
As aforementioned in Chapter 3, The images are first transformed from Cartesian coordinates 
to polar coordinates to facilitate our feature extraction and classification, as shown in Figure 
4.1, and the catheter region can be easily removed as it is fixed in size and location. The lumen 
and media-adventitia borders in the polar coordinates are shown as interfaces that intersect with 
each column once and once only. This allows us to define the segmentation of these borders 
as an optimal path in the horizontal direction. In order to adapt the graph construction based 
on shape prior, we follow a similar approach to [278] by using a convex function define on 
neighbouring columns. However, different to previous approaches, a smoothness constraint 
is imposed at the initial stage of estimating the border of interest and shape clustering is per­
formed with the nearest set selected to generalise the shape prior.
Let G = (y,E) denote the graph, where each node V(x,y) corresponds to a pixel in the trans­
formed IVUS image I(x,y) in polar coordinates. Here, the graph G consists of three arc types: 
intra-column, inter-column and smoothness arcs, see Figure 4.3. The intra-column is still the 
same as in Chapter 3 to ensure that the desired interface intersects with each column exactly 
once, accordingly along each column every node V (x,y), where y > 0, has a directed arc to the 
node V(x,y — 1) with +°° weight assigned to the arc.
In the case of inter-column, for each node V (x,y) a directed arc with +°° weight is established 
to link with node V(x +  1,y — Ap q^) . Similarly, node V(x +  l,y) is connected to V (x,y +  Apq), 
where the difference between two neighbouring columns p  and q of the desired border is in 
between AP)(j and Ap q and it acts as a hard constraint. Inter-column and intra-column arcs are 
illustrated in Figure 4.3(a).
A convex function f Piq(h) is defined between neighbouring columns p  and q to penalise inter­
column changes that deviate from expectation (obtained from prior) in S and impose smooth 
inter-column transitions (see orange arcs in Figure 4.3 (b)). To that end, the smoothness penalty
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Figure 4.3: Exam ple graph construction, (a) inter-colum ns arcs connecting tw o neighbour­
ing colum ns and. w here Ap_q =  —2 and Ap_q =  3 in this exam ple, shown as brow n arcs, (b) 
sm oothness arcs, in orange, for the sam e colum ns when f  (0) =  0.
arcs are constructed with interm ediate links, i.e., h (E {Apq,Ap_q) for inter-colum n arcs. The 
direction o f these arcs is based on the first order derivative o f the convex function f p,q{h). 
Here, we em ploy a quadratic function, f p.q{h) =  rji (h — Pp.q)2 w here 771 is a w eighting factor 
for sm oothness constraint and p,Kq is the expected difference betw een neighbouring colum ns 
p  and q. If the inter-colum n difference m atches expectation, i.e. f pq(h) =  0, tw o directional 
arcs o f opposite direction are established betw een V(x,y)  and V (x+  \ .y — h). The w eights on 
the arcs are determ ined by the second order derivative o f the convex function (( f p q(h)) and 
are equally  distributed. If f p q{h) >  0, an arc from  F (x ,y ) to V (jc+  1 ,y — h) is established and 
its w eight is assigned as f pq{h)\ and if  f pq{h) <  0, the arc is connected from  V ( x +  l , y)  to 
V(x,y  + h) with its w eight also assigned as f p q{h). The cost o f cut betw een colum ns p  and q 
depends on the border difference Ap q < S(p) — S(q) < Ap q and it equals the convex function 
fp.g(S(p)-S(q)) .
In this w ork, we use this mean difference, p p.q, to im pose shape prior in graph construction, in 
addition to the shape prior term in the cost function. The training shapes are also transform ed 
into polar coordinates. /T-means clustering is then carried out to group those 1D shapes. Shape 
alignm ent may be carried out before clustering; however, it is generally com putationally  ex­
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pensive given the large dataset we have. Clustering these ID shape profiles is inexpensive. The 
nearest cluster may be selected to impose the shape constraint in graph construction. Hence an 
initial segmentation with an elastic smooth constraint in graph construction, i.e. fiPA = 0, is 
carried out to select the nearest cluster. The inter-column differences are then generalised using 
mean fiP:q and standard deviation Gp,q on individual columns. These statistics are then used in 
determining maximum and minimum distances when connecting neighbouring columns, i.e., 
A p,q = Pp,g + c • Gp q^, Apq = l~LP q — c • Gp.q, and c is a real constant. The smoothness arcs are 
also defined between Apq,APjq. These inter-column arcs impose a hard constraint, enforcing 
a general variation in shape with its details determined by minimising the cost function that is 
based on both image feature and shape prior.
4.4.2 Cost function: shape prior
In [164], Cremers et al. introduce a nonparametric shape prior model based on multiple shape 
templates to be incorporated with a level set method. Notably in [268] the authors transform 
the method into discretization domain and used a graph cut as the segmentation method. The 
terminal edge connection is determined by comparing the initial labelling with the template, 
e.g., if the node is in the template but not in the initial labelling, it connects to the source. 
However, the method is still dependent on the user interaction to determine the object and 
background and needs multiple iterations until convergence. In this work, we adopt a nonpara­
metric estimation method to add a statistical shape prior model without any user intervention.
Each shape in the training set is treated as a binary template, v,  where the interior is set to 
one and the exterior is set to zero. The distance between two templates v a and v b is defined
using a discrete version of Zhu-Chan distance [279], which is in effect the sum of the squared
difference:
d2(va, v b) = £ ( v a -  v b)2. (4.8)
n
where Q denotes the image domain. This distance measure is a true metric and is not influenced 
by image size. Let T =  u 1,..., v N denote the N  number of shapes from the training set. Given 
a possible cut in the graph which produces an aligned binary shape / ,  its similarity to a shape 
template v n in the training set is computed as:
a ( f , v n) = e x p ( - ^ I d2( f , v n)). (4.9)
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Thus, the likelihood of this particular cut can be evaluated by taking into account of all training 
shapes and based on nonparametric kernel estimation:
=  = 5 /  ■ • (4 .io )
In our case, an initial cut can be conveniently obtained by minimising the classification-based 
cost function alone. Note, it is fully automatic and there is no need for user initialisation. 
The labelling of the shape likelihood and initial cut needs to be compared in order to assign 
appropriate terminal arcs. The shape prior cost is defined as:
Cp(x,y) = ri2 \cR0(x,y) -  cRi(x,y)\, (4.11)
where cr0 and CRi denote the cost associated to prior for the inferior region (the region under 
the border) and superior region (the region above the border) respectively, and r\2 is the weight 
for the shape prior cost. The summation of the normalised weighted templates crq is in effect 
the inferior-region cost and is inversely proportional to the likelihood of a pixel belonging to 
the region underneath the border of interest. To define the superior-region prior cost cr{, we 
simply compute the complement of cr0, i.e. cr1 = maxXjyCR0(x,y) — CR0 ( x , y ) .  As shown in 
Section 4.5, the shape prior cost Cp is used to assign weights for each pixel according to its 
position from the border. By assigning the shape prior cost in this way, we eliminate the need 
to identify the terminal connection type. The complexity of computing the cost function term 
of the shape prior is 0{N) where N  is the shape templates.
4.5 Graph Cut
Every cost function, boundary-based term Cp and shape prior term Cp, is inversely correlated 
to the likelihood that the border of interest passes through pixel (jt,y). The weight for each 
node on the directed graph can be assigned as by computing the first derivative between every 
two consecutive nodes along the same column of the cost function. Thus, finding the optimal 
border is achieved by defining the minimum-cost closed set in the directed graph using the 
s — t cut algorithm by dividing the vertices into negative V~ and positive V+ subset based 
on its weight w(v), v G V and connect each subset to the source s and t respectively with the 
absolute weight value. An efficient ID RBF interpolation using the thin plate base function is 
also used to obtain the smoothed final interface.






Figure 4.4: C om parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) O rig­
inal im age; (b ) s — t cut [7] (foreground: yellow  , background: blue); (c) O ptim al surface [8] 
with 1st o rder GD; (d) O ptim al surface [8] with 2nd order GD; (e) Proposed m ethod: bo t­
tom o f each im age also visualises the RF classification result: calcified plaque (blue), fibrotic 
plaque (dark green), stent (dark red), guide-w ire shadow ing (cyan), and soft plaque/norm al 
tissue (light green).
4.6 Experimental Results
Two datasets are used for the evaluation o f the proposed m ethod, one o f w hich contains 33,220 
IVUS im ages and the o ther contains 2,283 O C T im ages. The datasets w ere captured from  both 
left anterior descending arteries (LA D ) and right coronary arteries (RCA ). M anual labelling 
was carried out to establish  ground-truth for quantitative analysis. The proposed m ethod was 
com pared against a num ber o f recent and state-of-the-art techniques, w hich include optim al 
surface graph cut [8], star graph cut [1] and texture-R B F for IVUS segm entation [27]. Five 
different evaluation m etrics defined in equation (3.13) were used to evaluate the perform ances: 
absolute m ean difference, H ausdorff distance, area overlap, sensitivity and specificity.
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Figure 4.5: C om parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) O rig ­
inal im age; (b) O ptim al surface [8] with 1 st order DoG; (c) O ptim al surface [8] with local phase 
asym m etry; (d) Proposed m ethod: bottom  o f each im age also visualises the R F classification 
result: stent (dark red), guide-w ire shadow ing (cyan), and plaque/norm al tissue (yellow).
Table 4.1: IV U S colum n-w ise tissue classification.
A ccuracy(% ) IVUS
Class Fibrotic Calcification Stent G uide-w ire O thers Overall
Intensity  features 62.42 88.16 59.97 72.75 89.87 80.64
H aar-like features 72.52 89.67 64.42 80.84 89.72 83.78
4.6.1 IVUS segmentation
A total o f 33,220 IVUS im ages o f 240 x 1507 pixels in polar coordinates from  10 in vivo 
pullbacks w ere acquired by a 40 M H z catheter A tlantis SR Pro, Boston Scientific ultrasound 
m achine. M anual labelling was carried out on every 10th fram e, i.e., 3322 fram es to establish 
ground-truth for quantitative analysis1. These im ages contain various form s o f fibrous plaque, 
calcification, stent, and acoustic shadow.
'M a n u a l  la b e l in g  th e  e n t i re  d a ta s e t  is  to o  t im e  c o n s u m in g .  H o w e v e r, q u a n ti ta t iv e  c o m p a r is o n  o n  e v e ry  10th  
f r a m e  s h o u ld  p ro v id e  re l ia b le  a s s e s s m e n t.
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To perform column-wise tissue classification, we randomly selected a small number of images 
for supervised training, i.e., 615 IVUS images or less than 2% of the IVUS images. The total 
number of trees in RF is set to be 500 and the number of features used to make the decision 
at a node of the tree is 4y/[, where L is the length of feature vector. The IVUS feature length 
is 3808 computed from a vertical window of size 128 and horizontal window size of 512. 
Using the proposed Haar-like feature, we achieved a modest improvement in overall accuracy 
from 80.64% using intensity-based feature in our earlier work [280] to 83.78% in classifying 
individual columns of pixels into five different categories. Detailed classification results are 
shown in Table 4.1. However, since most columns of pixels are classified as “others” (mainly 
contain normal tissues), there are substantial improvements in classifying columns that contain 
imaging artifacts, e.g., fibrotic tissue classification increased from 62.42% to 72.52%. The 
same amount of images are used to generalise the shape prior to impose shape constraints both 
at the graph construction stage and at energy minimisation.
The number of training templates for the shape prior is 667, while the number of shape clusters 
set as 40 in which the nearest cluster based on the initial segmentation is used to adapt the 
graph construction for the shape prior model. The shape prior parameters are defined as m  =  
0 .06,772 =  0.083. Note, 771 controls the amount of freedom that the border can move around 
the expected difference fip,q, and between the hard constraints of neighbouring columns p  and 
<1-
First, we provide a comparison to a conventional graph cut method that does not use shape 
prior constraints but relies on user intervention to guide segmentation. In Figure 4.4, we qual­
itatively compare our proposed method (row (e)) to the conventional s — t cut algorithm (row
(b)). The s — t cut does not incorporate shape prior into the cost function. Instead, prior in­
formation is incorporated through user initialisation by providing strokes on foreground and 
background regions. Even with careful initialisation, the conventional s — t cut did not produce 
satisfactory results. Due to its high initialisation dependency and relatively intensive manual 
process, we did not carry out a full quantitative analysis. However, later we show a full quanti­
tative comparison to an alternative graph cut which also adopts user initialisation but which we 
believe is more suited for IVUS segmentation. The failure of standard s — t cut suggests that 
a stronger prior is necessary and also the image features and its cost function may need to be 
tailored for IVUS.
Next, we employ the optimal surface graph [8], which is the basis of our graph construction
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0
Figure 4.6: C om parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) o rig­
inal im age, (b ) s — t cut (foreground user strokes: yellow  , background user strokes: blue), (c) 
optim al surface [8] w ith first order GD. (d) Texture-RBF m ethod, (e) star graph cut (foreground 
user points: yellow  , background user points: blue), (f) proposed m ethod.
and the single/double interface segm entation described in C hapter 3, to exam ine the role of 
im age features. The first and second order G D  features are the fundam ental features in our 
m ethod. H ence, we applied these two features separately with an optim al surface graph, with 
the sam e local shape constraint as in the proposed m ethod. Rows (c) and (d) in Figure 4.4 show 
typical results o f applying first order GD and second order GD with the optim al surface graph, 
respectively. W ith the proposed m ethod, we used RF to classify five different types o f tissue 
and adapted the cost function accordingly. The bottom  o f each im age in row (e) visualises the 
classification result. Further exam ples o f the optim al surface m ethod can be found in colum n
(c), F igures 4.6, 4.7. The quantitative results are shown in Table 4.2. It is evidently clear
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0
Figure 4.7: C om parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) o rig­
inal im age, (b) s — t cut (foreground user strokes: yellow  , background user strokes: blue), (c) 
optim al surface [8] with first order GD. (d) Texture-R B F m ethod, (e) star graph cut (foreground 
user points: yellow , background user points: blue). ( 0  proposed m ethod.
Table 4.2: IVUS quantitative com parison. AM D: absolute m ean difference(pixel); HD: Haus- 
dorff d istance(pixel); AO: area overlap(% ); Sens.: sensitivity(% ); Spec.: specificity(% ).
AM D HD AO Sens. Spec.
O ptim al surface [8] w ith 1st GD 21.94 53.77 83.57 84.57 98.87
O ptim al surface [8] with 2nd GD 35.52 68.97 78.92 94.46 77.77
Texture-RBF m ethod [27] 21.68 49.82 83.67 87.92 95.60
Star G raph cut [1] 14.70 38.98 89.11 94.90 92.84
Proposed m ethod 6.92 20.30 94.65 96.58 97.63
that the proposed m ethod achieved significantly superior perform ance, e.g., the absolute m ean 
difference for the proposed m ethod is 6 .92 com pared to 21.94 and 35.52 for optim al surface 
w ith tw o different feature sets.
We also im plem ented the Texture-R B F m ethod [27], w hich is designed for segm enting IVUS. 
Its overall perform ance is very sim ilar to the optim al surface graph, as shown in Table 4.2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.8: C om parison betw een ground-truth (green) and segm entation results (red): (a) o rig ­
inal im age, (b) optim al surface [8] w ith first order GD. (c) star graph cut (star point: yellow), 
(d) proposed method.
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Table 4.3: OCT column-wise tissue classification.
Accuracy(%) OCT
Class Stent Guide-wire Others Overall
Intensity features 44.08 95.69 97.64 89.47
Haar-like features 82.82 95.91 99.25 96.27
Example results are shown in column (d) in Figures 4.6, 4.7. This method consistently under­
estimated the media-adventitia border and it cannot deal with image artifacts, e.g., calcification 
and stents.
Finally, we compare our method against the semi-automatic star graph cut [1]. Since the 
media-adventitia border is assumed on the radial direction from the catheter centre without 
obstruction, the intrinsic shape regularisation in the star graph cut is well suited for IVUS seg­
mentation, i.e., the catheter centre is treated as the star point and the media-adventitia border 
lies on the radial spikes from the star point. Segmentation using a single user point (star point) 
however resulted in failure in most cases. Hence, additional user points were carefully placed 
on each cross section: 5 foreground points and 10 background points, see column (e) in Fig­
ure 4.6, 4.7. These additional constraints improved its performance, but it was still adversely 
affected by IVUS artifacts. The proposed method, as shown in column (f), showed very close 
segmentation to the ground-truth. Comparative quantitative results are shown in Table 4.2. It 
clearly shows statistically significant improvements of the proposed method.
4.6.2 OCT segmentation
The OCT dataset consists of 13 in vivo pullbacks acquired from a C7-XR LightLab Imaging 
system, a total of 1846 images are manually labelled to define groundtruth.
For column-wise tissue classification, 476 images were randomly selected from three pullbacks 
to train the RF classifier. The overall accuracy using the proposed Haar-like features is 96.27%, 
compared to an overall accuracy of using a pixel intensity profile of 89.47%. The main im­
provement is in detecting stents, i.e., a substantial improvement from 44.08% to 82.82%. De­
tailed classification results for each type of tissue can be seen in Table 4.3. Those same images 
are then used to learn shape prior, in the same way as in IVUS segmentation. The number 
of shape templates that were for OCT is 457 and clustered into 30 classes. The shape prior
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Table 4.4: OCT quantitative comparison. AMD: absolute mean difference(pixel); HD: Haus- 
dorff distance(pixel); AO: area overlap(%); Sens.: sensitivity(%); Spec.: specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Optimal surface [8] with 1st GD 7.25 37.06 89.44 89.76 99.80
Star Graph cut [1] 5.86 22.23 91.49 96.28 98.16
Proposed method 3.31 11.16 95.17 95.59 99.82
parameter 772 =  0.2.
Table 4.4 shows the quantitative comparison between the star graph [1] and our proposed 
method. Here, the star graph method requires the catheter region to be removed before seg­
mentation in order to obtain meaningful results. Similar to IVUS segmentation, the proposed 
method achieved superior performance in segmenting the lumen border in OCT. Figure 4.8 
shows typical results of star graph cut and our proposed method.
4.7 Summary
An automated segmentation method to delineate media-adventitia and lumen borders in two 
rather different intravascular imaging modalities, i.e. IVUS and OCT was presented. The pro­
posed method uses local and global shape constraints in both graph construction and adaptive 
cost function implementation. Tissue classification proved useful to optimise the cost function 
and we show that column-wise classification is sufficient, rather than pixel-wise classification 
which is problematic, and helpful to produce meaningful initial segmentation, based on which 
shape prior was effectively imposed to regularise the border extraction. Comprehensive com­
parative analysis has shown statistically significant improvements in segmentation accuracy 
when compared to both conventional graph cut methods and state-of-the-art approaches, in­
cluding optimal surface and star graph cut. However, the relationship between consecutive 
frames is not explicitly examined.
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5.1 Introduction
Object tracking has been widely used in many applications such as motion-based recognition 
[281], surveillance [282, 283], and medical imaging [284, 285]. The goal is to track the object 
trajectory over time and identify the object location in every time frame. The object can be 
represented in various forms, e.g., points, geometric shape, and contour. Geometric shapes, 
e.g., rectangle and ellipse, are suitable for representing rigid objects, such as vehicles, where 
the tracker tries to estimate motion parameters. Tracking object contour is sometimes carried 
out using complex and nonrigid shapes where a contour provides more accurate representation 
than a bounding box for the object. In this chapter, we present approaches to track IVUS 
and OCT anatomical borders over the longitudinal axis, in order to achieve more coherent 
segmentation.
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Kalman and particle filters are popular Bayesian probabilistic tracking models used in the esti­
mation of the object over time. The Kalman filter is a linear dynamic estimator that predicates 
the system state over time and corrects its estimation by the measurements acquired in the cur­
rent instant of time. The Kalman filter can produce an optimal solution with a system corrupted 
by a white noise and be extended to tackle a non-linear system or measurement by using one 
of these approaches: extended Kalman filter and unscented Kalman filter. A particle filter is 
a non-linear/non-Gaussian estimator model that represents the state vector by a set of samples 
called particles. Over time, these particles propagate to the next frame; each particle has a 
weight that is computed based on the observation taken at the current frame. The filter resam­
ples these particles based on their weight and the final object position can be estimated based on 
the new sampling. However, a particle filter is more computationally expensive than Kalman. 
Moreover, authors in [286] argue that a particle filter requires a large number of samples and 
with increasing the dimension of system space its performance can deteriorate.
Various techniques of contour detection methods have been used in tracking and could be in­
tegrated with the state space model; for example, active contour and hidden Markov model. 
Active contour is an energy minimisation method that utilises two forces: internal force de­
scribes the regularity of the contour shape, and external force describes the boundary features 
to evolve the contour to reach the object boundary. For example, Terzopoulos et al. [287] rep­
resent the system state by B-spline control points and integrate the Kalman filter with the snake 
model. In [288], authors also used B-spline representation and proposed the Condensation al­
gorithm to track affine motion parameters using a particle filter. The measurement is computed 
by extracting edge features along normal lines. In [285] authors use watershed segmentation 
to initialise the contour position and then evolve an edge-based snake to track the left ventricle 
in echocardiographic images. However, active contour heavily depends on the initialisation of 
the contour and may converge to the local minima. A Level set has been also used in tracking 
[289, 290, 291].
The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a stochastic model in which the Markov property is 
assumed to be satisfied in a finite set of states in which these states are hidden. Many applica­
tions have demonstrated the advantage of HMM to deal with the time-varying signals such as 
speech recognition [292], classification [281], and tracking [293, 294, 295]. In [281], authors 
use HMM to classify the local wall motion of stress echocardiography to normal or abnormal. 
They build two HMM models, one for each class and use a forward algorithm to compute the
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probability of the observation of each model. In [296], HMM is used in conjunction with a par­
ticle filter to track hand motion. A particle filter is used to estimate the hand region that is most 
likely to appear. HMM estimates the hand shape using the Viterbi algorithm where the state is 
a set of quantised pre-leamed exemplars [297]. However, the number of exemplars can grow 
exponentially depending on the complexity of the object. In [298], the authors used the Kalman 
filter with P2DHMM (pseudo 2-dimensional HMM) to perform a person tracking. P2DHMM 
is a nested ID HMM in which a number of super hidden states modelling image columns, each 
of which contains another number of HMM hidden states. The Viterbi algorithm is used to 
find the best sequence of states that classify the image as object and background. These mea­
surements are used by the Kalman filter to predicate the rectangle box containing the object 
in the next frame. However, the system becomes more complex and time-consuming with the 
increase of object size. In [293, 294], the authors incorporated region and edge features with 
HMM. The contour is sampled into a set of discrete points, and the features are extracted along 
the normal direction at each contour point. The ellipse shape is fitted based on the contour 
and the unscented Kalman filter is used for tracking. In [295], authors extended the previous 
idea to deal with variable length open contours and investigated using arc emission instead of 
traditional state emission for defining the observation probabilities of the HMM. The optimal 
contour is identified using the Viterbi algorithm.
In this chapter, two tracking methods that combine cross-sectional segmentation and longitudi­
nal tracking are proposed, in order to efficiently delineate the arterial borders in IVUS and OCT 
with the presence of occlusions and image artifacts. The transformation of coronary images 
from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates allows efficient parametrisation of the border 
using radial basis functions (RBF) and thus reduces the tracking size from a large number of 
border points to a very few RBF centres.
In the first proposed method, a node-weighted directed graph is constructed on two consecutive 
cross-sectional frames with embedded shape constraints within individual frame and between 
consecutive frames. The intra-frame constraints are derived from a set of training shapes and 
are embedded in both the graph construction and its cost function as presented in Chapter 
4. The inter-frame constraints are imposed by tracking the border of interest across multiple 
frames, i.e., the longitudinal constraint is derived far beyond two consecutive frames that are 
used in graph construction. Moreover, to improve the consistency among cross sections, we 
integrate Kalman filtering into our segmentation process to produce coherent and consistent
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results. In the second method, an HMM-based border tracking method is presented. The 
emission probabilities are defined based on two probability distributions for the arterial border 
and background respectively that are derived directly from both the classification-based cost 
function and the shape prior model. Arc and state HMM emission are examined for better 
HMM accuracy. The training of the transition probability is achieved by using the forward- 
backward algorithm. The optimal sequence of the hidden states corresponds to RBFs of the 
border and is obtained by using the Viterbi algorithm.
5.2 Border Parameterisation
Tracking all the border points in their polar coordinates is computationally expensive. Alter­
natively, we interpolate the border using radial basis functions. Thus, tracking the border of 
interest becomes localising those RBF centres at a set of angular positions in the polar coordi­
nates. The thin plate local compact support RBF is used for interpolation. The movement of 
the border across frames is in effect determined by the locations of those RBF centres.
The radial basis function is defined as a linear combination of the basis functions <I> and a low 
degree polynomial term p(x), each basis function associated with a weighted coefficient ft>y, 
and centred at the constraint locations c,. RBF [299] is formulated as:
M
/(x )  =  £ft),-<I>(x-c,-)+;?(x), (5.1)
1=1
where x is the border points. The thin-plate function is given by <I>(jc) =  |x|2/<9g(|x|). To find the 
unknown parameters, the weights ft), and the coefficients of p(x) that satisfy the interpolation 
constraints, the border points which define the RBF centres must interpolate the function y, =  
f{ci). Since the RBF is a linear equation with respect to unknown parameters, the interpolation 
problem could be written as a linear system as following:
<J>11 3*12 • • •  3>1 M 1 Cl ©1 yi
<1>21 <£22 • & 2 M 1 C2 0)2 y 2
3>mi ® M 1  • • & M M 1 c m (Dm
- - -
y M
1 1 1 0 0 Po 0
C\ C2 c m 0 0 Pi 0
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where <J>,7 =  <J>(q — cj). This linear system is solved by symmetric lower upper (LU) decom­
position.
5.3 Spatio-Temporal Segmentation Using the Kalman filter
Thus far, segmentation is carried out on a frame-by-frame basis, which is commonly used in 
object localisation, e.g., [27], [14],[33]. However, it ignores the temporal information which 
could help to refine the object estimation, particularly when there is large uncertainty due to 
image artifact or noise. In optimal surface segmentation [8], the authors added the shape con­
straints between columns in neighbouring frames as a constant value along the whole volume, 
whose optimal value is difficult to choose. The optimal surface method would also require sub­
stantial memory to construct a 3D volume for thousands of IVUS or OCT frames. In [278], the 
authors used mean and standard deviation to model the shape variation between neighbouring 
frames.
Here, we propose a spatio-temporal segmentation that is adaptive and only requires additional 
graph construction at adjacent frames. The spatial information is obtained by the proposed 
graph-based segmentation using both boundary and shape prior cost as described previously 
and the temporal information is extracted by using a Kalman filter to predict the border location 
in polar coordinates across frames and use this prior information to find the final location of 
the border by adjusting the graph construction constraints between two consecutive frames.
5.3.1 Kalman filter
The Kalman filter is an optimal estimator based on a linear state space system that recursively 
perform two processes: prediction and measurement. Generally the state estimation is defined 
as [300]:
xt =Axt- i + w t t tN(0,Q),  (5.3)
and the measurement:
zt = H x t + vt t*N(0iR)1 (5.4)
where A, H  are the state transition and measurement matrices, and wt, vt are process and mea­
surement Gaussian white noise respectively, with covariance matrices Q and R. A continuous 
Wiener process acceleration (CWPA) model [300] is used to estimate the RBF motion model 
and define the A and Q matrices. The matrix H  relates the measurement vector and the state
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vector. The desired border is sampled across M  points of the border location in polar coordi­
nates with fixed angle location so that only the radial coordinate needs to be predicated. The 
state vector has three components, i.e., location y*, velocity y, and acceleration y), which can 
be defined as:
** =  b i • • • • -yM,y\ • • •yk]T (5.5)
The prediction phase is to estimate the prior state xl  and its covariance matrix PI according to 
the motion model:
xjl = Axk- 1,
r k = APk- \ A T + Q.
(5.6)
At the measurement phase, the posterior state Xk is computed by correcting the prior state Jc* 
based on the current observation of the border Zk and controlled by the Kalman gain K:
xk = xi + K(zk -Hxji),
K = r kHT{HP-kHT + R)~\  (5.7)
Pk = ( \ - K H ) r k.
The observation Zk is obtained by using a proposed temporal segmentation model without in­
cluding the shape prior part for efficiency. Since the prediction and measurement processes are 
linear, we can simply use the linear Kalman filter.
5.3.2 Temporal graph construction
The Kalman measurement is acquired by temporal graph cut segmentation, in which new inter­
frame/inter-column arcs are defined between the two adjacent frames. These arcs are working 
as hard constraints to control the maximum distance APk_uPk at column p  between the initial 
border S* of frame k and the final border S of frame k — 1, so that \S*k(p) — S^-i (p) | < APk_uPk. 
The value of APkl,Pk is adapted based on the classification result in frame k, to allow a small 
movement distance when any kind of artifacts is detected (i.e., guide-wire, stent, fibrotic and 
calcification in IVUS, and guide-wire, stent in OCT) and a large movement distance otherwise. 
An example of the temporal graph construction is shown in Figure 5.1.
To incorporate the Kalman predicated border S into the proposed graphically based model. We 
define a convex function between the two adjacent frames so that the energy function is defined 
as following:
Et = £  f ,(St - i ( j> ) -S t (p)), (5.8)
(Pk-]iPk)^M
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Figure 5.1: Example temporal graph construction between two frames k — 1 and k for the 
corresponding columns p  and q. (a) inter-frame arcs (brown) for the initial segmentation, 
where APkuPk = 1, and Aqk_uqk = 2. (b) inter-frame arcs (brown) adapted by the Kalman 
predicted border, assuming that APk_uPk =  \ , A Pk_uPk = - 1 ,  and Aqk_im = 2, Aqk_uqk = -1 .  (b) 
smoothness arcs (orange) for the same columns when f tPk_uPk{fy — 0 and ft'qk_uqk{0) =  1.
where f t(h) =  773(/z — liPk_lk)2 is penalising abrupt changes between the same columns p  in 
two adjacent frames k — \ ,k in the set N t of all columns in two adjacent graphs. The arcs 
between the two frames are defined as described in Section 4.4.1, where pPk_l k is the difference 
between the Kalman posterior estimation of border S in the current frame k and the final border 
segmentation in the previous frame A: — 1. The inter-frames constraint is defined as APk_uPk = 
Ppk-Lk +  w ,Pk = Upk-1,*-  w • aPk-1,*» where w is a real constant and oPlc_l k is defined 
based on the Kalman covariance /\-
5.3.3 Cost function and graph cut
The final segmentation is then obtained by minimising the three energy functions (4.2), (4.7), 
and (5.8) representing the classification-based cost function, the shape prior model, and the 
temporal graph constraints respectively. The temporal segmentation without using the Kalman 
filter is used to derive the shape prior model. To make the Kalman filter more consistent, the 
final segmented border is used to update the measurement process. This process is known in 
literature [301] as a sequential Kalman filter. Note, the final border segmentation for frame
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A: — 1 is not changed after segmenting the frame k. This can be achieved by redefining the cost 
function C#(x,y) for frame k — 1 so that negative infinite cost is assigned to the nodes V(x,y) 
corresponding to the border in frame k — 1 and the remaining nodes are assigned value one. 
In other words, we connect the nodes just above the border to the sink and the border nodes 
themselves to the source, both with infinite weight, so that the result of the minimum closed 
set graph for frame A: — 1 is fixed.
5.3.4 Experimental results
The proposed spatio-temporal segmentation method is tested on both IVUS and OCT datasets. 
The datasets are described in Chapter 4, i.e., the IVUS dataset contains 33,220 images repre­
senting almost the entirety of 10 in vivo pullbacks acquired by a 40 MHz transducer Boston 
Scientific ultrasound machine with Atlantis SR Pro Catheter and manual labelling was carried 
out on every 10th frame, i.e., 3322 frames, whilst the OCT dataset contains 1,826 images for 8 
in vivo pullbacks acquired from a C7-XR LightLab Imaging system. The segmentation for the 
first frame is achieved by using the proposed shape prior model as described in Chapter 4. For 
columns classified as normal/soft plaque, the APk_uPk set to 40 pixels, otherwise APkuPk = 25.
Here, we present the results of the proposed classification-based segmentation discussed in 
Chapter 4 and the proposed spatio-temporal method. Table 5.1 shows the quantitative com­
parison between the two methods. The classification-based segmentation relies on the classi­
fication result to formulate the cost function and segmenting each frame without taking either 
the shape prior model or the temporal information in consideration. It clearly shows that the 
proposed spatio-temporal method improves significantly the performance of the segmentation 
framework, e.g., the Hausdorff distance for the spatio-temporal method is 19.23 compared to 
25.11 for classification-based method. Comparing to Table 4.2 presented in Chapter 4, the 
proposed spatio-temporal method outperforms all other IVUS segmentation methods, i.e., the 
Texture-RBF method [27], star graph cut [1], and optimal surface method [8] applied on 2D im­
ages. Table 5.2 shows the quantitative results of OCT images. The proposed method achieved 
superior performance in segmenting the lumen border in OCT.
Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, show typical examples of the longitudinal views of eight different 
pullbacks of IVUS and five different OCT pullbacks. The proposed method provides much 
more temporal coherent segmentation across all pullbacks and significantly reduce the abrupt 
change of the border. Rows (a,b,c,d, and f) show clearly the benefit of the temporal constraints
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Table 5.1: IVUS quantitative results of the proposed spatio-temporal method. AMD: Abso­
lute Mean Difference(pixel); HD: Hausdorff Distance(pixel); AO: Area Overlap(%); Sens.: 
Sensitivity(%); Spec.: Specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Classification-based
segmentation 8.11 25.15 93.72 95.95 97.15
Proposed spatio-temporal 
method 6.46 19.23 94.97 96.60 98.01
Table 5.2: OCT quantitative results of the proposed spatio-temporal method. AMD: Abso­
lute Mean Difference(pixel); HD: Hausdorff Distance(pixel); AO: Area Overlap(%); Sens.: 
Sensitivity(%); Spec.: Specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Classification-based
segmentation 4.14 13.69 93.90 94.28 99.82
Proposed spatio-temporal 
method 3.26 11.01 95.15 95.55 99.84
compared to single frame segmentation. The abrupt changes of border may happen due to mis- 
classification of the columns, weak features retrieved from the border, or small vessels called 
perivascular surrounding the adventitia that have similar edge characteristics. Both methods 
achieved similar performance on the normal arterial area and for columns that are classified 
correctly. For OCT segmentation, the proposed spatio-temporal method maintains coherent 
segmentation, despite the residual blood and bifurcation as shown in Rows (a,c d and e) of 
Figure 5.4.
5.4 Tracking Through HMM Modelling
As mentioned earlier, the proposed segmentation method needs two steps to obtain the final 
border. In the first step, the initial cut based on the optimisation of the classification-based cost 
function is achieved, that serving as a basis for further processing, while incorporating both 
shape prior model and temporal constraints are the second step toward an accurate delineation 
of the border. Here, we introduce an alterative approach to find the final border, by combining 
a classification-based cost function optimisation, shape prior and temporal information based
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Figure 5.2: Longitudinal view for five different pullbacks, the proposed spatio-tem poral (red), 
the classification-based m ethod (yellow ) and groundtruth (green).
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Figure 5.3: Longitudinal view for three different pullbacks, the proposed spatio-tem poral (red), 
the classification-based m ethod (yellow ) and groundtruth (green).
on the H M M  and w ithout the need to define the K alm an filter or constructing any additional 
graphs.
In this w ork, HM M  is proposed to track and segm ent the border across fram es. The border 
S is approxim ated by using the R B F function w here the hidden states o f the H M M  m odel are 
referred to the potential R B F centres. The border is evenly sam pled into M  points and at each 
point line segm ent is draw n perpendicular to the tangent line o f the border w here each line 
segm ent has K points. The index o f contour R B F centres is (f) = 1 , . . .  and the index of each 
norm al line is If/ — w here K  is an odd number. The initial R B F centres are defined
from  the previous fram e and located as the centre o f norm al line y/ = (K +  l ) / 2  as shown in 
Figure 5.5. The norm al line restricts the search space for the predicated contour to be w ithin
■■ ■ 'T ' j V -  ■ A '
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Figure 5.4: Longitudinal view for five different O CT pullbacks, the proposed spatio-tem poral 
(red), the classification-based m ethod (yellow ) and groundtruth (green).
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<j)+l <(>+5
Figure 5.5: An example of border segmentation St based on the border St- \  obtained in the 
previous frame using the proposed HMM Model. The border is divided into M  points and at 
each point a normal line is drawn with length K. The final border is interpolated using RBF.
(K — l) /2  point distance from the initial contour.
We denote to all possible sequences of hidden states by Q = {q}, where q =  {q\ , . . . ,  , . . . ,  q\i}
is one possible state sequence and q^ is the state on the normal at <f). These sequences corre­
spond to possible RBF centre locations. The HMM observations O = {O i, . . . ,  Oq , . . . ,  Om} are 
extracted from the normal lines. HMM is specified by three probability measures A =  (A,B, 7t), 
where A,B  and n  are the probabilities for the transition, emission and initial state. The transi­
tion between states q at two normals <j) and 0 +  1 are governed by a set of probabilities called 
transition probabilities P(q<j>\q<t>+i) and any state can only be observed by an output event 
according to associated probability distribution called emission probabilities P(0^\q^). The 
output event is the image features extracted from each state at the normal.
Here, we investigate the use of both state and arc emission based on the observation extracted 
from the proposed classification-based cost function and the shape prior model. In fact, the 
arc-emission [302] is a generalised form of the state-emission. When the observation is emit­
ted from only a single state, it is called state-emission. The observation can also be emitted 
depending on a pair of states, known as arc-emission.
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Figure 5.6: HMM construction. The state-emission is illustrated in the upper part, whilst 
the arc-emission in the lower part. The arcs between the states are carrying the transition 
probabilities.
5.4.1 Transition probability
In [303], the authors used smoothness constraints to define the transition probability that 
favours small displacements from the initial contour, i.e., it limits the deformation ability for 
the contour. In [293], the authors used region and smoothness constraints. They assumed that 
the object is opaque and the segmented foreground and background regions have different ap­
pearances, however, it could be disrupted by background clutter. In [295], authors compute 
transition probabilities by modelling the amount of bending between the normal lines and the 
displacement of contour position with respect to the previous frame using two Gaussian distri­
butions and defining weighted coefficients for each transition. A fixed point iterative method 
is used to find the optimal value of these coefficients.
Baum-Welch and Viterbi training are popular estimation methods for the HMM parameters 
(A,B,7t). The Viterbi training is an approximation of the Baum-Welch method and is com­
putationally much faster, however, it may perform less well compared to the Baum-Welch 
method. In this work, we use the Baum-Welch (Forward-Backward) algorithm [292] to define 
both the transition and prior probabilities. The Baum-Welch algorithm is a special case of
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the Expectation-Maximisation method. We define the probability of traversing from state i at 
normal 0 to state j  at normal 0 +  1, where 1 < 0  < M  and, 1 < /, j  < K  as:
=  *\S>+i =  (5-9)
This definition can be written by using forward and backward variables as:
Qfy ( i ) a ijbj{0<j)+\ )Aft U )
L/Li Y !j= \ oty (0 a i j b j { O t y + \  )P(j> (j )= (510>
where (i) and ( j)  are the forward and backward variables for state i and j  respectively. 
bj(0$+1) is the emission probability and it is measured by P{0^+11qj) or P(0^,^+\\q^qj) for 
state-emission or arc-emission respectively. The probability of being in state i at normal 0 is 
given by:
70(0 =  I  $*(*,})■ (5.H)
;=i
The summation of (i) over all normals is interpreted as the expected number of transitions 
from state i, while the summation of <^(i j ) over all normals is the expected number of tran­
sitions from state i to state j. The expected initial state distribution at the first normal 0 =  1 is 
defined as:
£- =  7*,(0. (5-12)
and the expected transition probability is given as:
S ,)=  Zm-  ! (5.13)
Note the observation probability B is already computed as described in Section 5.4.2 and there 
is no need for it to be re-estimated. The process is iterated and each of iterations increases the 
likelihood of the data P{0\X ) >  P(0\X) until convergence.
5.4.2 Emission probability
We use a similar method to describe the emission probability as presented in [295,294]. Image 
observations are modelled by two probability density functions: one for the contour and the
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other for the background. Let O$ = {o<yi, . . . ,  o q . . . ,  o ^x}  be a set of features along the nor­
mal 0 and o ^y  one feature extracted from point y/ on the line. P{p$^\FG) and P(o§^\BG) 
represent the probabilities of that feature belonging to the contour and the background respec­
tively. The state-emission probability is defined as:
P ( 0 ^ ) ^ P { o ^ w\FG) P (o^v \BG). (5.14)
The likelihood of the observed variables O$ from a state is achieved by measuring the 
likelihood of each feature o ^ ^  at index y/ of the line 0 to belong to the contour and all the rest 
of features on that line belong to the background.
For the arc-emission, the set of all arc-observation is defined as O — {Oq where = 
{ofa.0'j > • • • The feature vector is extracted between two adjacent
lines 0 and 0'. The arc-emission probability is given by:
06 p ( ° w \ FG) x
n  p {p w \b g ). (5-i5)
From a set of training data with a manually labelled contour, we extract features that correspond 
to the contour and the background and use it to learn the parameters, mean and variance of two 
Gaussian distributions FG and BG.
5.4.3 Cost function
The inference of the HMM hidden states can be achieved with the help of a set of observations. 
These observations determine the potential position of the RBF centres. The observation is 
obtained from pixel intensity, image features such as edge, ridge, colour distribution of the 
object, or shape prior. In [303], the authors used edge-based features to define the observation 
probability by detecting all possible edges along the normals assuming that the noise is a Pois- 
son process to maximise the probability of the state with less edge localisation error. However 
it relies significantly on edges. In [293, 294], the authors combined edge with region-based 
features by defining two histograms for object and background colour distributions. However, 
assuming that the object has discriminative distribution is not always applicable and the image 
noise can change object colour distribution. In [295], a Hessian matrix is used to highlight 
microtubules in a live cell. However, the calculation of these features is based on the local
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orientation between every two states in two adjacent normal lines, which increases the compu­
tational time of defining the arc-emission with a growing number of hidden states.
In this work, we propose to extract the observation from our classification-based cost function 
Cb and the shape prior model Cp presented in Chapter 4. The cost function is inversely propor­
tional to the likelihood of each pixel in the image domain belonging to the border of interest. 
Each cost function is normalised by unit variance to facilitate its combination so that:
C (x,y)= C B(x,y) + Cp(x,y). (5.16)
Hence, the two probability distributions FG  and BK are estimated from the cost function C 
from the training data. The observation of state-emission oq^  is defined as the following:
=  ^ (5.17)
where is the corresponding location in the image domain for the state defined on the 
normal <j> at index y/. For the arc-emission, the observations are obtained between every two 
consecutive lines:
= (5.18)
where E is the mean operation of the extracted cost, and is the interpolated line index 
between the normals (j) and 0'. The complexity of the observation extraction for state-emission 
HMM is 0{MK), whilst for arc-emission it is 0(M K2) where M  is the total number of normal 
lines and K  is the number of points along these normals.
5.4.4 Viterbi algorithm
The optimal sequence of states q* can be efficiently found by applying the Viterbi algorithm, 
given the image observation Ot, and HMM model A:
q* = argmaxP{q\Ot, A). (5.19)
q£Q
The corresponding sequence of RBF centres in the image domain is defined based on a mapping 
function of the optimal states q* and the RBF centre locations computed at the previous frame
t — 1. The final border S at frame t is interpolated by the RBF equation (5.1). The running time
complexity of the Viterbi algorithm in both state-emission and arc-emission HMM is 0(M K 2).
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Table 5.3: OCT quantitative comparison. HD: Hausdorff distance (pixel).
HD
Arc-emission with Baum-Welch Training 9.84
Arc-emission with Viterbi Training 9.98
State-emission with Baum-Welch Training 10.81
State-emission with Viterbi Training 11.38
State-emission with Online Training 11.83
5.4.5 Experimental results
The proposed method is evaluated on both OCT and IVUS. In OCT, we have 10 in vivo pull­
backs acquired from a C7-XR LightLab Imaging system. We randomly select 3 pullbacks to 
train the HMM and 7 pullbacks to test (i.e., 1617 frames). For IVUS, we randomly select 2 
pullbacks for HMM training and 8 pullbacks for testing (i.e., 26,390 images) and the evaluation 
was carried out on every 10th frame.
OCT
The number of RBF centre is set to 51 which are evenly sampled. The normal line segment 
length is 81 pixels. Table 5.3 shows a comparison between different training methods using 
state and arc emission for the HMM model based on the combination of classification-based 
cost function and shape prior on OCT data. The Hausdorff distance between the segmented 
border and the manual labelling are used as a measurement of the maximum distance between 
points of the automatic segmentation set and the groundtruth. Our experiments show that the 
arc-emission is better than the state emission in both training schemes. Baum-Welch training 
outperforms the Viterbi training. Both algorithms converge after a few numbers of iteration 
(less than 30 iterations). We also show that an online training method is feasible by using 
the on-the-fly computation of the arc-emission probabilities between every two states across 
the whole border to adapt the transition probabilities combining with a smoothness term to 
reduce the effect of the outliers transition. In this case, the state-emission is used as emission 
probabilities. The result shown is promising and is close to the data-driven training methods.
A comparison of different configurations of the cost function with the HMM is shown in Table 
5.4. Five different evaluation metrics were used for quantitative analysis: absolute mean differ­
ence, Hausdorff distance, area overlap, sensitivity and specificity. The HMM is tested with a
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Table 5.4: OCT quantitative comparison. AMD: absolute mean difference(pixel); HD: Haus­
dorff distance(pixel); AO: area overlap(%); Sens.: sensitivity(%); Spec.: specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
HMM with Region cost 34.81 80.63 51.36 52.71 99.37
HMM with Edge cost 5.02 21.45 92.75 93.23 99.80
HMM with classification-based cost 4.41 16.69 93.49 95.85 99.11
Table 5.5: OCT quantitative comparison. AMD: absolute mean difference(pixel); HD: Haus­
dorff distance(pixel); AO: area overlap(%); Sens.: sensitivity(%); Spec.: specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Star Graph cut [1] 5.69 21.54 91.75 96.73 98.09
Spatio-temporal method 3.18 10.72 95.33 95.72 99.85
State-emission HMM with star and 
shape prior cost 3.10 10.81 95.37 95.84 99.81
Arc-emission HMM with star and shape 
prior cost 2.99 9.84 95.46 95.96 99.80
region-based cost using discrete Chan-Vese function [8] and edge-based cost function defined 
by the equation (4.6), however, these cost functions do not cope well toward image artifacts and 
discontinuities in the lumen border. The classification-based cost function outperforms those 
cost functions as it builds on the transition probabilities to expect the border location in the oc­
clusion caused by image artifacts. Note, for simplicity, state emission is used in these HMMs. 
In Table 5.5, the shape prior model is combined with the classification-based cost function for 
improved performance. The initial segmentation is obtained by using the graph-based method 
introduced in Chapter 4 without temporal constraints. The table shows results for both state 
and arc emissions. The result of the proposed spatio-temporal method using the Kalman filter 
and star graph cut [1] are also shown on the same testing set. Our proposed HMM methods 
outperform the star graph cut. On these datasets, the arc-emission HMM achieved the best 
result compared to all other methods.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8, show the longitudinal view of four pullbacks for the proposed state and arc 
HMM methods respectively. Both methods show good behaviour on treating the bifurcation 
and blood residual. However, arc emission HMM is utilising the local evaluation of the obser­
vations between every two states along the direction of transition to surpass the state emission.
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For the qualitative comparison to the proposed spatio-temporal method, Rows (a,b,c, and d) 
in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 correspond to Rows (a,c,d, and e) in Figure 5.4. The results of the two 
methods are comparable.
IVUS
In IVUS, the proposed methods are used to segment the outer wall of the vessel, i.e., the media- 
adventitia border. The proposed method normal lines have a length of 101 pixel with 51 RBF 
centres in polar coordinates. Table 5.6 shows a comparison between the Texture-RBF method
[27], the star graph [1] and our proposed HMM methods. In the Texture-RBF method, Papado- 
giorgaki et al. used RBF to smooth the initial contour obtained by thresholding on discrete 
wavelet frames. For the star graph [1], the user has to add some seed points for the object and 
background to achieve reasonable results. The proposed HMM methods clearly outperform 
these methods. The comparison between state and arc emission HMMs is shown in the table. 
State emission is marginally better, where the Hausdorff distance and area overlap are 19.05 
and 94.78% compared to 19.25 and 94.54% for the arc emission respectively. The sensitivity 
and specificity for detecting the vessel area are 96.73% and 97.71% for state emission and 
96.77% and 97.38% for arc emission. The transition probabilities are trained based on the 
Baum-Welch algorithm. Also, our spatio-temporal method is outperforming the HMM meth­
ods with better specificity of 98.03% and area overlap 94.95%. However, the arc and state 
emission HMM methods can be improved by optimising the cost function, e.g., increasing the 
accuracy of the classifier and also adding some temporal constraints on the initial segmentation 
for more robust shape prior.
The longitudinal view of the state and arc emission are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Both 
methods produce comparable results. However, in some situations, the arc emission is inconsis­
tently oscillated due to its high sensitivity to the extracted features. For qualitative comparison 
to the proposed spatio-temporal method, Rows (b, c, e and f) in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 correspond 
to Rows (a, b, c, and d) in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for the state and arc emissions respectively.
5. 5 Summary
We present two tracking and segmentation methods that exploit the temporal information in 
order to segment the cross-sectional IVUS and OCT images more coherently. The border
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Figure 5.7: Longitudinal view for four different OCT pullbacks, the proposed state-emission
HMM (red), the classification-based method (yellow) and groundtruth (green).





Figure 5.8: Longitudinal view for four different OCT pullbacks, the proposed arc-emission
HMM (red), the classification-based method (yellow) and groundtruth (green).
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Figure 5.9: Longitudinal view for four different IVUS pullbacks, the proposed state-emission
HMM (red), the classification-based method (yellow) and groundtruth (green).
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Figure 5.10: Longitudinal view for four different IVUS pullbacks, the proposed arc-emission
HMM (red), the classification-based method (yellow) and groundtruth (green).
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Table 5.6: IVUS quantitative comparison. AMD: absolute mean difference(pixel); HD: Haus­
dorff distance(pixel); AO: area overlap(%); Sens.: sensitivity(%); Spec.: specificity(%).
AMD HD AO Sens. Spec.
Texture-RBF method [27] 21.93 50.72 83.38 87.54 95.88
Star graph cut [1] 14.07 38.48 89.43 94.67 93.54
Spatio-temporal method 6.40 19.39 94.95 96.62 98.03
State-emission HMM with star and shape prior 
cost 6.66 19.06 94.78 96.73 97.71
Arc-emission HMM with star and shape prior 
cost 7.01 19.25 94.54 96.77 97.38
is parameterised by a few RBFs which effectively minimise the computational complexity 
for the tracking. A spatio-temporal method using a Kalman filter is proposed. The node­
weighted directed graph is extended on two consecutive cross-sectional frames with embedded 
shape constraints within individual frames and between consecutive frames. A Kalman filter 
is used to predicate the border location in the next frame which is integrated by adapting new 
constraints to impose consistent tracking of the interesting border across multiple frames.
HMM based border tracking method is also proposed. The method searches for the border 
along a set of normal lines based on the segmentation of the previous frame. The emission 
probabilities are defined based on two probability distributions of the arterial border and back­
ground respectively, that are derived directly from both the classification-based cost function 
and the shape prior model. State and arc configurations of the HMM emission are studied. The 
optimal sequence of the hidden states corresponds to RBFs of the border and is obtained by 
using the Viterbi algorithm. The proposed spatio-temporal method performed better than the 
HMM based tracking methods on IVUS dataset, while the HMM methods outperformed the 
spatio-temporal method on OCT dataset. The HMM methods are also faster than the spatio- 
temporal method in terms of finding the final segmented border.
Comprehensive quantitative and qualitative comparisons have shown significant improvements 
in segmentation accuracy when compared to other segmentation methods.
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6.1 Conclusions
The aim of this project was to develop automatic segmentation methods for cross-sectional 
coronary arterial images, i.e., IVUS and OCT, that can easily incorporate prior and temporal 
information without any user intervention. Combinatorial optimisation methods are proposed 
to effectively minimise the energy functions in polynomial time. Designing the cost function 
is introduced in a novel way by achieving a column-wise classification that shows a superior 
usefulness to a uniform definition of the cost function to overcome various image artifacts. 
Shape prior model incorporates a local adaption of the graph construction and global shape 
constraints defined as a cost function to correct any irregular shape of the segmented vessel. 
Temporal information is incorporated to ensure coherence among consecutive frames and this 
is achieved by both the Kalman-based method and HMM for further more improvement of our 
results.
The preprocessing steps include transforming the images to polar coordinates and removing the 
catheter artifacts to convert the problem into finding the minimum closed graph and facilitates 
feature extractions. The vessel border has generally strong edge features which can be high­
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lighted by using a steerable derivative of Gaussian, Gabor filter or local phase. However, these 
extracted features themselves are often distracted by different forms of image artifacts. To 
delineate the media-adventitia in IVUS images, we proposed a double-interface segmentation 
method where an auxiliary border is simultaneously searched above the media-adventitia bor­
der to reduce the effect of undesirable image features. Graph constraints are adapted between 
the two interfaces to control the interrelation between them. The cost function is a uniform 
combination of complementary edge and texture features. The experimental results show bet­
ter performance by using double-interface segmentation than single interface and conventional 
graph cut. However, the auxiliary border might response to the media-adventitia border, if the 
lumen border or any other artifacts are not clearly prominent. For OCT segmentation, single 
interface segmentation with novel circulation density features is proposed to highlight the lu­
men border. Circulation density features are extracted from the gradient vector field that results 
from the global interactions among the original image gradient vectors. To reduce the effect of 
image noise, a diffusion method is used. The proposed method was compared to three recent 
deformable models, and the star graph cut method. The experimental results show outstanding 
performance of the proposed method. However, the proposed method may still be affected by 
the interference of the image artifacts produced by the guide-wire and stent.
The appearance of the vessel borders in IVUS and OCT is not consistent due to the variety of 
images artifacts and noise that could completely obscure the visibility of the border. In order to 
overcome the image artifacts problem, we propose an automatic feature selection optimisation 
to build a robust cost function. A supervised column-wise classification using Random Forest 
is performed so that the cost function for each individual columns of pixels is adapted by a 
different set of features based on the classification labelling. Haar-likes features are extracted 
to classify the IVUS images into five categories and three categories for OCT that give a better 
accuracy than using pixel intensities. A superior performance was achieved when using the 
proposed classification-based cost function than any uniform combination of the cost function.
The refinement of the delineated vessel is achieved both locally and globally by incorporating 
a shape prior model into the graph construction and by dynamically modifying the cost func­
tion. Smoothness arcs are defined between every two neighbouring columns to attain more 
meaningful initial segmentation. By utilising the initial segmentation and shape prior model, 
the directed graph is updated to impose more effective shape constraints by adapting the arcs 
between neighbouring columns to penalise any abrupt changes of the border. The shape prior
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is also incorporated into the cost function based on a non-parametric density estimation of the 
similarity between the initial segmentation and a set of shape templates. The final segmen­
tation is obtained by finding the minimum closed set on the adapted node-weighted graph. 
We compare the proposed method to the optimal surface segmentation using edge features, 
the Texture-RBF method, and the star graph cut on a large number of images. The proposed 
method demonstrates significantly better performance.
A combination of the cross-sectional segmentation and longitudinal tracking is also proposed, 
in order to increase the efficiency of the arterial border delineation in both IVUS and OCT in 
the presence of occlusions and image artifacts. The border is parameterised using radial basis 
functions to reduce the tracking points into a few RBF centres. The proposed spatio-temporal 
method is using the Kalman filter to predicate the border location in the next frame. The 
Kalman measurement is achieved by performing a temporal initial segmentation. Inter-frame 
arcs are defined between two consecutive frames to control the distance between the observed 
border in the current frame and the previous frame so these constraints are adapted by exploit­
ing the classification result to have appropriate initial segmentation by giving the border more 
freedom to move far from the border in the previous frame when no image artifacts are de­
tected. The inter-frames constraints is then updated based on the predicated border by Kalman 
filter to obtain the final segmentation as an energy minimisation of two consecutive closed set 
graphs. The quantitative statistical result and the qualitative images of the longitudinal view of 
different pullbacks show significant improvement of our results compared to individual frame 
segmentation.
The HMM shows to be a competent alternative of the Kalman filter to segment and track the 
border across image frames. The proposed HMM method is tracking the RBFs that represent 
the border along a set of normal lines based on the segmentation obtained from the previous 
frame. The hidden states are referring to the location of the RBF centres. The observation 
is derived from both the classification-based cost function and the shape prior model. The 
emission probability is defined directly based on two probability distributions for the arterial 
border and background respectively. The transition probability is learned by using the Baum- 
Welch algorithm, whilst the optimal sequence of the hidden states is obtained by using the 
Yiterbi algorithm. The computational time to find the final border using the HMM is faster 
than the spatio-temporal method. The experiential results show that the transition probability 
learned by Baum-Welch algorithm is better than Viterbi learning. State and arc emissions give
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a comparable performance, while the state-emission is less computationally expensive than 
the arc-emission. Arc-emission could be used to achieve an online training for the transition 
probabilities. The proposed HMM based on the classification cost function outperformed both 
uniform edge or region cost function.
6.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
1. Double interface segmentation approach. An auxiliary interface is simultaneously seg­
mented with the desired IVUS media-adventitia interface to highlight the border despite 
of the presence of image artifacts.
2. Circulation density features. Novel features are proposed to delineate the OCT lumen 
border based on the global interaction of the gradient vector field.
3. Cost function optimisation. A novel column-wise supervised classification is proposed to 
dynamically formulate the cost function for both IVUS and OCT. Haar-like features are 
extracted from both horizontal and vertical windows and classified by Random Forest.
4. Shape prior model. Global and local shape prior models are proposed based on the non- 
parametric similarity between an initial segmentation and a set of shape templates and 
also on adapting the graph construction locally between every two neighbouring columns 
to allow learned-based smoothness transition of the border.
5. Spatio-temporal segmentation using the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is used to pro­
vide the temporal information about the border across frames. The measurement of the 
Kalman filter is defined based on the proposed temporal segmentation of the current 
frame. The Kalman predicated border is integrated into the system by adding a new set 
of arcs between every two consecutive frames.
6. HMM tracking and segmentation. HMM is used to segment and track the border by 
searching for the optimal sequence of the hidden states along a set of normal lines to 
find the corresponding RBF centres of the desired border. These normal lines are evenly 
sampled over the border in the polar coordinated images. The emission probability of
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the HMM is directly derived from the proposed cost function and shape prior without 
need to train the model. The final border is interpolated by using radial basis functions.
6.3 Future Work
The double-interface segmentation could be adapted to segment the lumen border of IVUS im­
ages. However, the prominent blood speckles and the unavailability of the raw radiofrequency 
signals of these images make it a challenge. A classification-based method may be used to 
obtain a probabilistic map of the lumen area with respect to our initial segmentation high­
lights roughly the media-adventitia border which is significantly reducing the area of interest. 
A different set of features could be investigated for this purpose, e.g., histogram of oriented 
gradients and texture features, e.g., textons. The proposed column-wise classification could 
also be adapted to optimise the formulation of the cost function for the lumen border. For in­
stance, in the presence of calcific plaque, fibrotic plaque, and stents, edge features are capable 
of highlighting the lumen border.
The circulation feature density can be improved more by using more sophisticated diffusion 
methods to reduce the image clutter. The current method has been tested on a set of natural 
images and compared to the star graph cut method with minimum user interaction. Only the 
centre point is required from the user, in order to convert the image into polar coordinates, 
then the graph is constructed, and the cost function is formulated as zero-crossings of the 
circulation density feature to segment the object. Figure 6.1 shows some promising results of 
using circulation density features.
The training of the column-wise classifier, i.e., Random Forest, is still accomplished off-line, 
however it is sufficient for our purpose in the thesis. It could be improved by allowing online 
training scheme to increase the flexibility and the accuracy of our methods on a wide different 
range of images. Saffari et al. [304] introduced an online Random Forest method by proposing 
an online growing of decision trees and combining it with online bagging method. This method 
is worth investigating for adapting our classifier and facilitating the testing of our methods on 
20Mhz IVUS images.
Based on our column-wise classification and the delineation of the vessel walls, quantitative 
analysis of different plaque components could be accomplished. The plaque is localised be­
tween the inner and the outer vessel borders, the column-wise classifier already categorises the
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image columns into different plaque types and artifacts. A simple post-processing step will be 
needed to identify precisely the plaque location. Similarly, the detection of OCT stents could 
be achieved based on our column-wise classification method. The columns contain the stent 
strut already detected with a good accuracy, and with knowing that the stent has a bright re­
flection with strong edge features followed by shadowing. A thresholding method is able to 
identify the location of the sent in each column.
I
! Although the running time to minimise the energy functions of the proposed spatio-temporal
segmentation is within a couple of seconds, it could be improved further by using dynamic 
graph cut methods [7, 124] that utilise the residual graph from the previous segmentation to
j  find the max-flow/min-cut solution rather than start from scratch, so that our final segmentation
after adapting the shape prior and temporal constraints will be achieved in real time.
j
| We plan to make our dataset of images for IVUS and OCT publicly available along with the
i
manual labelling. Currently, there is no dataset for OCT imaging publicly available yet. Our 
aim is to provide a standardised dataset of images so that the quantitative and qualitative com­
parisons of OCT lumen and stent detection algorithms will be easily accessible. For IVUS, 
there was an IVUS challenge [305] organised at MICCAI 2011 CVII workshop that allowed 
only participants at that time to assess their data. This dataset is not publicly available until 
2014. Part of our future work, is to test our methods on these images. However, there are some 
shortcomings of this dataset that are worth mentioning: they only provide five adjacent frames 
for 40Mhz ultrasound images with a total of 77 frames, that undermines the ability to examine 
the temporal information and makes the segmentation far from realistic where every pullback 
contains a few thousands of frames. Thus, we will also make our IVUS dataset publicly avail-
i
| able. It contains a large number of images with an adequate number of connective frames to
provide a fair and accurate evaluation of IVUS segmentation methods.
I l l
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Figure 6.1: P relim inary  results using circulation density features, (a) O riginal im age, (b) Star 
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